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About this Report
In 2013, UNDP’s African Facility for Inclusive Markets

themes that are common across various countries

(AFIM) produced a flagship report on “Realizing

in Africa or that are articulated by the African Union

Africa’s Wealth – Building Inclusive Businesses for

Commission (AUC) frameworks and the upcoming

Shared Prosperity”. This flagship report was the

Sustainable Development Goals. The present

first UNDP study to look specifically at inclusive

document is a working version to be submitted

businesses in sub-Saharan Africa and to introduce

and discussed at the upcoming AUC Private Sector

the ‘Inclusive

Diamond’

Forum to be held in Nairobi 3-5 December 2014.

framework. One of the critical components of this

It is the hope of UNDP AFIM that this report will

framework is investment, specifically investment

contribute towards a better understanding, in-

that provides the financial backing that enables

depth discussions and concrete ideas to advance

businesses to venture into challenging low-income

the growth of the impact investment sector which

markets, such as, for the purposes of this report,

fully reflect, align and add value to African needs

investment and capital dedicated to generating

and transformational aspirations.

Business

Ecosystem

social returns.
UNDP AFIM would like to contribute to advancing
some of the key recommendations made in
the report, specifically on the need to develop
innovative financial vehicles to fund more inclusive
business and support ecosystem-building initiatives
at the national and regional level. Impact investing
constitutes a leading approach for such investment
initiatives and strategies. UNDP AFIM would like
to contribute to the development of the impact
investment sector and markets in Africa through
this knowledge and action oriented product on the
topic. To this end, the current report aims to review
the current state of impact investing in Africa and to
suggest appropriate strategies to increase the flows
and quality of impact investment on the continent,
especially those that are African led and mobilized.
The report draws primarily on findings from related
global research as well as key insights from a series of
interviews conducted with stakeholders from across
the African impact investing ecosystem, primarily
impact investors, impact entrepreneurs and other
enabling actors. This report is not supposed to
cover all and every aspect of the impact investment
sector, but rather aims to highlight a few key
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Investing in impact businesses can increase access

finance institutions, foundations, and institutional

to basic services such as finance, healthcare,

investors.

education, clean water, and energy. Several
prominent examples in Africa demonstrate that
impact businesses can be both profitable and
beneficial for a wide range of stakeholders. with
tangible social and economic benefits

Supply of impact capital is expected to rise, as
additional private sector, public sector and
philanthropy actors begin to develop interest
in impact investing, and new opportunities are
emerging. First, the impact investing sector in

Despite recent growth in African economic

Africa is growing, with the flow of new capital from

activity, the need for development impact on the

international investors, local public institutions,

continent is still vast. As the majority of Africans live

and commercial investors. These increased sources

below US$8 a day , they struggle with existential

of capital offer existing African impact investors

challenges on a daily basis, including extreme

access to new opportunities for partnership,

poverty, hunger, disease and unemployment.

coordination, networks, and scaling up operations.

In many of these development challenges, there is
room for “double bottom-line” investments that offer
both financial and social returns.4 Some innovative
solutions are developed when addressing the
large gap in access to basic services, such as health,

Second, African financial services, infrastructure,
and technology markets continue to grow and
professionalize, significantly reducing the risks and
costs facing impact investors and increasing the
chances to reach sustainable, and profitable, impact.

education, energy, or finance. Once an innovative

Despite this, impact investing in Africa is far from

and responsible business model is developed, an

reaching its potential in terms of volume of impact

impact entrepreneur can help address a critical social

capital placed and replicable successful returns. This

challenge while establishing a profitable business.

report reviews the key challenges hindering the

Demand for Small and Medium Size Enterprise
finance in Africa is estimated at US$140 billion

growth of the sector, and suggests possible course
of action to address them.

for early-stage enterprises. While it is difficult to
estimate what proportion of these enterprises are

Looking

dedicated to addressing social or environmental

International actors are currently the dominant players

challenges, many impact investors consider SMEs

in the impact investing sector in Africa. This is hardly

a crucial component of economic development

surprising, as the approach has been developed and

and are committed to tackle this gap, labeled the

strongly promoted by international organizations

“missing middle”. The total development financing

and foundations. Public and private development

gap in Africa is estimated at least at US$100 billion

partners in particular have advanced the impact

annually until 2030.

investing practice and methodology by providing

To date, approximately US $8 billion has been
invested in African impact investment. The

6

forward,

the

report

notes

that

capital, conducting research, raising awareness and
coordinating different activities in the sector.

investment ecosystem in the Africa impact

African governments are increasingly recognizing

investing sector includes 5 main actors: early-stage

the potential of impact investment business to

impact funds, private equity funds, development

contribute to sustainable growth. Local business

IMPACT INVESTING IN AFRICA

schools, acceleration hubs, and think tanks are

notes and suggests that policy makers should focus

beginning to adopt these new concepts, while

on three key objectives:

research into and development of new solutions is
increasingly taking place within local institutions.
Nevertheless, valuable local participation in the market,
such as local financial institutions investing in impact

•

Catalyze

•

Collaborate

•

Enable

ventures, development of angel investing networks,
All of the actors in this sector must come together to

Building local support institutions could do much to

accelerate impact investing in Africa, and each actor

facilitate the growth of the impact investing sector in

has a different role. In the short term, the following

Africa, allowing additional investment capital to enter

interventions can be advanced, and in some places

– and increase the development impact. The report

are already being developed.

©Amadou Keita

incubators, and venture capital firms, is largely absent.
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Table 1: Action to Support the African Impact Investing

Policy Actors
Catalyze Increased
Impact Investment

Create dedicated impact investment
platforms

Development Organizations /
Ecosystem
Provide grants to early-stage
impact enterprises

Allowing local high net-worth
individuals (HNWI) or Diaspora

Innovative
Collaboration:
ecosystem
building through
consultation
networks,
information
and investment

Create capacity building programs
(or subsidies) to help entrepreneurs
become more investment-ready.

Fund capacity building
programs (or subsidies) to help
entrepreneurs become more
investment-ready.

Multi-stakeholder engagement
and consultation to address the
fragmentation of the market.

Build awareness and knowledge
products on impact investing
potential and success stories.

Initiate or leverage information
portals and networks to learn the
concerns of stakeholders, create
roundtables, and disseminate
important information.

Support impact measurement and
impact evaluation initiatives.

Support or develop networking
platforms for impact enterprises.

Provide technical assistance and
business development support for
entrepreneurs, businesses, policy
makers and new impact investors.

Co-finance early-stage impact
entrepreneurship platforms.

Promote collaboration and
standardization. Finance
incubators and accelerators.

platforms:

Create Enabling
Environment

8
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Table 2: Additional Medium-long Term Interventions for Policy Makers
Policy Actors
Catalyze Increased

Reduce investment risk through provision of seed capital or first-

Impact Investment

loss guarantees to impact funds

Reduce perceived
investment risks through

Provide “matching” investment capital, in a subordinated position

targeted investment
Provide (convertible) grant financing to early-stage impact
enterprises – for pre-seed, pilot stage, or research and
development
Develop Private-Public Partnerships models for impact projects
Incentives and regulatory

Encourage Institutional Investors. Remove regulations which limit

environment

institutional investors ability to engage in impact investing, and
introduce requirements for social and environmental impact making
investment decisions.
Improve business environment by reducing bureaucracy for earlystage companies to register and access government funding
Provide tax incentives for local financial institutions and angel
investors to participate in the sector, especially, to risky or earlystage investments
Develop regulatory framework for impact enterprises: a
differentiated legal entity, standardization, and regulatory
guidelines for financial and impact operations and reporting

IMPACT INVESTING IN AFRICA
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Chapter 1:

Defining the Impact Investing Sector
“Impact investments are investments made in

Impact investors aim to finance ventures with

companies, organizations and funds with the

a core business model that addresses social or

intention of generating measurable social and

environmental challenges. The term “Impact

environmental impact in addition to financial

Investing” was coined in 2007 in an initiative led

return. Impact investing occurs across asset

by the Rockefeller Foundation, giving a name to

classes and financial products, including

various social investment methodologies that had

private equity and venture capital as well as

been tried for decades.

debt” (The Global Impact Investing Network).
Figure 1: The Impact Investment Process

Impact
Investors

Investees

Financial Impact

Local
Beneficiaries

Social Impact
Environmental Impact

Project Developers

Profitable Social Ventures

Companies with Social Impact
Source: Authors illustration
The illustration above demonstrates the relationship mechanism of impact investing. Capital and business support flows from
impact investors to investees (which can include various impact ventures), who in turn serve local beneficiaries by offering a product
or service which can improve their quality of life – thus ensuring both financial and social (or environmental) returns.

©IFAD/Olivier Asselin
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1.1 THE EMERGENCE OF A SECTOR

A.

Donor Motivation for Catalyzing Impact
Investing

Today, the impact investing sector has grown into a

A key driver for the development of the

global movement with thousands of organizations

impact investing methodology was donor

and billions of dollars invested worldwide. Through

frustration with the sustainability and long-

increasing specialization and innovation each

term impact of traditional philanthropic

organization has taken on different roles, as

and public funding for global social and

demonstrated in the table below:

environmental challenges (e.g. grants for

Drivers for entering the impact investing space are

non-profit organizations). The traditional

varied, yet the dissatisfaction from the results of

donor model was not measuring up for two

traditional practices of capital deployment, both

main reasons:

philanthropic giving and commercial investment,

•

provide a powerful motivation. These include:

First, donor money is simply not enough.
Challenges such as climate change,
extreme poverty, lack of health service

Role

Table 3: Typical Actors in the Impact Investing Sector
IMPACT INVESTORS
ASSET OWNERS
• High net
worth
individuals/
families
• Corporations

Examples of Actors

• Foundations
• Institutional
Investors
(e.g. pension
funds)
• Retail or
investment
banks
• Governments
agencies

IMPACT INVESTEES

ASSET MANAGER
• Investment
advisors/
managers
• Impact
investment
funds
• Venture capital
funds
• Private equity
funds
• Development
finance
institutions
(DFIs)
• Government
agencies (or
development
agencies)

ENABLING
ENVIRONMENT
ACTORS

• Early-stage
entrepreneurs

• Professional
networks

• SMEs / Small and
Growing Businesses

• Foundations
developing the
infrastructure of
the sector (impact
evaluation standards,
information,
legislation, advocacy)

• Social enterprises
and non-profits
• Microfinance
Institutions
• Corporations
• Project developers
(e.g. water, energy,
housing)
• Community actors
(associations,
cooperatives, etc.)
• Sustainable
agriculture initiatives

• Consulting firms
for business
development and
investment support
• Accelerators and
Incubators
• Government
programs
• Research Institutions

• Health / Education
facilities

Source: Framework based on Rockefeller Foundation Report: ”Accelerating Impact Achievements, Challenges and What’s Next in
Building the Impact Investing Industry” (2012).
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•

and others, require vast amounts of

objectives. Impact investing can be viewed

capital to truly make an impact - much

as one

more than what is available through

attitudes of taking into account broader

government spending and private

considerations beyond the financial bottom

philanthropy.

line into economic decisions – consumption
and investment.

Second, it is acknowledged that the
philanthropic

model

has

certain

Impact investing allows investment managers

limitations in its ability to create

to place capital in ventures that have a positive

long-term impact. In some cases
donations

cause

negative

consequences,

impact in the world while maintaining a

unintended
such

manifestation of the shifting

positive investment return, challenging the

as

prevalent conviction that one has to choose

donor dependency, limited public

between these two objectives.

accountability, market distortion, and
top-down initiatives that are not suited
to local conditions and needs.

C.

Public Sector Drivers for Impact Investing
In many African countries, local public

As a result, from the early 1990s, international

spending on social development goals was

donors (ranging from private foundations such

relatively restricted due to limited resources. As

as Rockefeller, DOEN, and Omidyar Foundations

a result, many public initiatives implemented

to development cooperation institutions such

in African countries are funded by Official

as the World Bank) began intensively searching

Development Assistant (ODA) from foreign

for sustainable solutions to address increasingly

developed economies, mostly the United

daunting environmental and social challenges.

States and Europe. While effective on many

B.

issues, this mechanism also has limitations,

Private Sector Motivation for Impact
Investing
The 2001 and 2008 global financial crises

some of which include:
•

international public institutions around

increased public and regulatory pressure

the world has become complex and

on corporations and financial institutions.

bureaucratic at times. As a result, the

Specifically, large investors, asset managers,

funding process takes a long time and is

and corporations have been required to

sometimes managed inefficiently.

increase accountability on how their capital
flows are managed. Many initiatives have

12

The process of engaging multiple

•

ODA is limited in terms of volume.

called for responsible and accountable

For instance, in 2013, net ODA from

deployment of capital in ways that address

industrialized countries stood at 0.3

environmental and social challenges (e.g.

percent of gross national income (GNI),

the UN Principles for Responsible Investing

with only five countries meeting the

(PRI)), and furthermore, many countries have

longstanding UN target for an ODA/GNI

put in place regulatory controls to encourage

ratio of 0.7 percent. Aid to the African

these practices. These and other drivers

continent was US$28.9 billion (excluding

have created an emerging shift in business

debt relief), which constitutes a 5.6

values to include social and environmental

percent decrease compared to 2012, and

IMPACT INVESTING IN AFRICA

represents less than half than the foreign

in 2013. The respondents who reported numerical

direct investment (FDI) in the continent

data both in 2012 and 2013, reporting a 10 percent

in the same year.5

growth in capital committed between 2012 and
2013 and a 20 percent growth in the number of

•

A top-down process. Local recipients of
international donor funding have limited
influence on funding priorities, reducing
the accountability of local public actors
on social development results. However,
the international community has been
working to address some of these

deals.7
There are many contributing factors to the growth
and global recognition the impact investing sector
is receiving. Below are three drivers which have
influenced recent development:
1.

Early evidence of the effectiveness and

limitations and donor and recipient

profitability of past impact investments, which

countries have made commitments to

increases the confidence of private sector

increase aid effectiveness.

actors to enter this sector in emerging markets

6

Impact investing introduced new mechanisms
to finance international economic and social
development such as microfinance institutions,
community development financial institutions,

(e.g. over 50 percent of respondents in the
survey above reported they targeted marketrate or above market-rate returns on their
investments).

or multilateral development funds. For instance,

2. Growing commitment of asset-owners and

Development Finance Institutions (DFIs) have

corporations to deploy capital in an accountable,

become catalyzing actors and pioneers actors in the

responsible, and transparent manner (for

development of the global impact investing sector,

instance, as of 2014, 1,276 institutional asset

investing directly in impact ventures, impacts funds,

managers, with combined assets of over US$45

and supporting the development of the sector.

trillion, have signed up to the UNPRI, up from
US$4 trillion in 2006). 8

1.2 RECENT GROWTH

3. Increasing confidence by governments and

The growing momentum of the global impact

philanthropists regarding cooperation with

investing sector has resulted in additional capital

the private sector, after finding that capital

7

invested through the impact methodology .

deployed with positive intention is both

Furthermore, we can see an increasingly diversified

effective and critical in catalyzing solutions for

investor base as interest in impact investing

social challenges such as poverty, job creation,

grows beyond philanthropic foundations and

environmental challenges, and others.

Development

Finance

Intuitions

(DFIs)

who

pioneered the field.

Despite these growth trends, the sector represents

In the 2014 annual JP Morgan and the Global

only a tiny fraction (approximately 0.2 percent) of

Impact Investing Network (GIIN) report of key

the US$210 trillion in global capital markets.9 To

impact investors, 125 fund managers, foundations,

reach its potential, the sector should mature from

institutional investors, and development finance

its early experimental phase and new actors must

institutions were surveyed. These actors collectively

find their way to participate in growing the volume

managed US$46 billion worth of impact investments

of capital directed to impact investing.

IMPACT INVESTING IN AFRICA
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1.3 THE DEFINITION CHALLENGE
Like many emerging industries, the impact investing
sector is quite fragmented and fraught with a

impact investing as a spectrum (as presented below)
that defines approaches to investment based on
the level of impact and rate of return targeted.

definition challenge, as each actor tends to adopt a
separate understanding of what social impact can



•

(Socially) Responsible Investing involves the

be achieved through investment, how it can be

screening of investments for negative impacts

measured, what should be the financial return, and

based on a set of policies, such as global

who should be receiving the capital. These actors

environmental standards, adherence to certain

operate in a variety of different methods, yet all aim to

ethical codes of practice, and so on (i.e. “Do

address global challenges through entrepreneurship

No Harm”). Responsible investing disqualifies

or leveraging the private sector methodology of

investment in ventures that have a harmful

placing and managing investment capital in order to

social or environmental impact. For this reason,

achieve returns. As a result, the definition of impact

enterprises such as weapons manufacturers

investing is broad and difficult to enforce. This analysis

and tobacco companies are excluded, despite

is complicated by the absence of single or objective

their potential for creating economic benefits.

benchmarks

for

risk‐adjusted

financial

return.

However, as we will see below, the crux of impact

•

Sustainable/ESG Investing moves beyond
defensive screening and actively looks for

investing is investing with intent to create impact, as

investments

the specifics of what returns are feasible, what metrics

positioned

to

benefit

from

integrating environmental, social and governance

can and should be measured and so on, vary from

(ESG) factors into core investment decision-

one from one investor to the next.10

making processes and supporting the portfolio
companies in the adoption of these principles.

AN IMPACT INVESTMENT SPECTRUM
To understand the sector today, it is easier to define

•

Thematic Investor refers to investors committed
to a specific sector (venture capital funds, private

Figure 2: The Impact Investing Spectrum

Social / Environmental Impact

Commercial
Investors
- Socially
Responsible

Commercial
Investors
Following
ESG

Commercial
Investors
Thematic
Impact

Impact
Investors
– “Market
Rate”
Returns

Impact
Investors
– “Below
Market Rate”
Returns

Social
Investors Social Return

Financial Return
Source: Authors illustration.
The focus on generating social or financial returns depends primarily on the investor preference. The diagram above
demonstrates how different types of impact investors may have different priorities in regards to their targeted financial and
social returns. These priorities will generally define the investors preferred methodology for measuring and evaluating social/
environmental impact as well.
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equity funds, hedge funds, and others) and
seeks out portfolio companies in this sector.
When the theme is related to environmental
or social impact, such as renewable energy,
agriculture, infrastructure, and so on, these
instruments can be considered as impact
investing vehicles. However, it is important to
note that social and environmental impact is
generally not measured by thematic investors.
•

Impact investors typically have a particular

TOWARDS A DEFINITION OF IMPACT
INVESTING
To address the ambiguity and potential confusion
stemming from such varying definitions of impact
investing, the Rockefeller Foundation established the
Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN) in 2009, as an
effort to help coordinate and standardize the sector.
In 2011, the GIIN developed their definition of impact
investing to include the following three criteria:
1.

Profitability: Impact investments have financial

interest in one or more impact sector (such

return

as improved access to clean water or gender

investors, different levels of financial returns –

equality) and channel investment allocations

from capital preservation to market-rate – are

in those particular issues to maximize both

acceptable.

financial and social impact. To ensure delivery
of social impact, impact investors generally
employ some form of impact assessment
and

measurement

methodology.

While

many investors target small and medium size
enterprises (SMEs), impact investors invest in
all kinds of businesses and projects with the
intention of generating impact, regardless of
the investee type. They provide varying financial

expectations.

Depending

on

the

2. Intentionality: Impact investors aim address
a social and environmental challenge, this
goals motivates them to address a social and
environmental challenge, this goals motivates
them to support businesses they believe can
tackle social challenges, such as poverty, water,
sanitation, primary education, and health.
3. Impact measurement: Apart from standard

products based on the portfolio company

financial

reporting,

needs (equity, debt, mezzanine, quasi-equity,

measuring

convertible debt, and others). Some impact

and environmental impact objectives. This

investors supply additional capital and technical

contributes to accountability of investment

assistance to their portfolio companies which

strategies.

and

investors

reporting

commit

against

to

social

addresses the financial and managerial needs
of impact enterprises.
•

Social investing can be referred to as mission-

WHAT FINANCIAL RETURN?

based investing. Social investors will typically

Impact investors seek a wide range of financial

place capital in non-profit organizations in

returns, from market-rate to concessionary. Typical

grant-like structures, with an aspiration for

‘market-rate’ impact investors view the risk‐adjusted

retrieval of the original capital, without any

market‐rate returns on venture capital/private

return. Many times, investments are directed

equity style impact investments at 25 percent. Other

to the development of revenue engines for

impact investors, however, target 3-15 percent

portfolio organizations and foundations. Such

return on investment (in equity investments), which

investors are willing to trade off financial returns

are considered in global financial markets as ‘below

completely in return for high social returns.

market‐rate’ returns.11
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Figure 3: Social and Financial Returns

Financial Returns

High

‘Market-Rate’ Returns

Commercial

Impact

Investments

Investments

•

SRI (“Do No Harm”)

•

ESG

Below ‘Market-Rate’ Returns

Low Impact
Low Financial
Returns

Below

Philanthropy /
Social Investments
•

Subsidized Investments

•

Grants

Market
Low

Social and Environmental Returns

High

Source: ”Investing for social and Environmental impact: A design for catalyzing and emerging industry”, Monitor 2009

WHAT IMPACT?
The question of what kind of impact typical impact

Environmental impact is generally understood

investors aim to achieve varies greatly from one

as initiatives that will reduce Greenhouse Gas

investor to the other, based on the different

emissions

preferences of each impact investor. In the

challenges, or increase environmental sustainability

context of this report, we generally refer to social

(such as reforestation, conservation, and so on).

(GHGs),

address

climate

change

impact as improvements in people’s quality of life
through improved access to infrastructure or basic

While the focus of this report lies in social impact

services, such as energy, healthcare, education,

targets, it is important to mention that there are vast

housing, and clean water. In addition, social impact

environment and climate finance opportunities,

objectives tackle human development challenges,

especially given the new post MDGs 2015

including entrepreneurship development, global

Sustainable Development Goals, which will include

food security, gender equality, job creation/youth

environmental and sustainable development.

unemployment, and more.
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It is important to note that the impact objectives of

international standard for extreme poverty. One

impact investors in developing countries typically

reason for the lack of quality of life improvements

differ from those investing in developed economies.

is limited structural transformation in the

When looking at African impact investing, social

economy and limited labor force development,

impact targets are broadened to include economic

which allows workers to move into better-

inclusion, entrepreneurship development, and

paying jobs in industry and services. As such, the

increased access to basic products and services.

trajectory of African development currently faces
a substantial challenge: sustaining the impressive
economic growth rates already witnessed in

1.4 THE TIME FOR AFRICAN LED
IMPACT INVESTING

several countries, while adequately contending
with deep challenges to social and environmental
development. Some of these challenges include
extreme poverty (perpetuated by, for instance,

The African continent is comprised of 54 countries,

prevalent food insecurity and high rates of

populating over one billion people and spread

youth unemployment) and the underdeveloped

over 30 million square kilometers (compromising

provision of basic services to large portions of

the second largest continent in the world). These

the population (such as health, education, energy,

countries all have unique histories, cultures,

and sanitation services). African leadership is well

resources and challenges. With such diversity, it is

aware of the challenges and in 2013, the African

nearly impossible to speak in general terms about

Union Commission (AUC) articulated a shared

the entire continent.

vision for the next 50 years, called Agenda 2063,

And yet, some developments have taken on

committing to overcome them.

a regional dimension. For decades, the world

Traditionally,

these

challenges

have

been

has seen African countries contend with more

partially addressed through Official Development

challenges than triumphs. However, during the

Assistance (or aid) with the provision of grants and

past decade, most Sub-Saharan African countries

donations from philanthropists and governments.

have experienced exciting levels of economic

Currently, an overwhelming majority of foreign

growth and human development, with the

assistance stems from ‘donor countries’. Specifically,

total gross domestic product (GDP) of Africa

Europe and the United States account for more that

quadrupling since 2000.12 Supported by sound

80 percent of donor investment assets worldwide.

economic policies, debt relief, stronger institutions,

However, international donors and philanthropic

and high investment, many countries in sub-

actors have slowly begun to phase out traditional

Saharan Africa have now sustained 5-6 percent

development aid approaches on the African

growth rates during 2000-2012, and are in the

continent and are developing innovative models

process of reducing poverty rates and improving

for driving development through private sector

living conditions.

partnerships – such as impact investing.13

Despite these positive developments, the quality

Currently, impact investing in Africa is also

of life for many African people has not kept pace

dominated by foreign capital. Most of the

with macroeconomic growth. According to World

traditional donor countries mentioned above

Bank data for 2008, 47.5 percent of people in

have created development finance institutions

Africa lived on less than US$1.25 (PPP) per day, the

(DFIs), which managed 42 percent of reported

IMPACT INVESTING IN AFRICA
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impact investments in 2013, yet only 15 percent,

new approach and develop independent African

or approximately US$8 billion, of the total volume

innovations to finance development impact.

of impact capital reported by the GIIN in 2013 was

For instance, in 2010 Tony Elumelu, a successful

directed to Africa. As demonstrated in the next

Nigerian financial entrepreneur, established the

chapter, this amount must significantly increase in

Tony Elumelu Foundation, which is committed

order to adequately finance sustainable solutions

to support innovative impact entrepreneurs and

for development on the continent.

inspire other businesses and entrepreneurs to

14

play a more active role in Africa’s development.
The combination of these developments is

We will explore this and other African initiatives

motivating African leadership to embrace the

throughout the report.

©IFAD/G.M.B. Akash
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The Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN)
The GIIN is a non-profit organization , founded by the Rockefeller Foundation and the leading impact
investors in 2009 to increase the cooperation, the scale and effectiveness of impact investing worldwide.
The GIIN takes a systemic approach and addresses barriers to effective impact investing by building
critical infrastructure, standardization, databases, and research in a collaborative manner. In addition
to developing a definition for impact investing, the GIIN has five key initiatives:
GIIN INITIATIVES OUTREACH OUTREACH
Initiative: elevates the profile of the impact investing industry by highlighting examples of impact
investments, tracking industry progress, and sharing market information and best practices with
the diverse impact investor community and the general public – including the most comprehensive
annual report on the issue. The GIIN attends and speaks at conference and industry events, and
promotes the industry in mainstream media. As part of Outreach, the GIIN maintains an online
impact investing resource center, which features research, news, events, careers, useful links, and
GIIN publications.
NETWORK MEMBERSHIP: for organizations interested in deepening their engagement with the impact
investing industry. Members are connected to a thriving and influential peer community and gain
access to industry information, tools, and events.
IMPACTBASE: the online global directory of impact investment vehicles – including fund managers
and financial intermediaries. ImpactBase brings order to the previously fragmented and opaque
impact investing fund and product marketplace, through an organized database and search tools.
Accredited investors and financial advisors subscribe to ImpactBase to search for and learn about
vehicles that match specific impact investment objectives.
IMPACT REPORTING AND INVESTMENT STANDARDS (IRIS): measurement metrics that can be used
to describe an organization’s social, environmental, and financial performance. IRIS is designed to
address a major barrier to the growth of the impact investing industry - the lack of transparency,
credibility, and consistency in how organizations and investors define, measure, and track impact.
By using IRIS to track social, environmental, and financial performance, a wide range of investors
and organizations can communicate their social, environmental, and financial performance using the
same terms and definitions. This consistency helps investors evaluate and benchmark performance
for more accurate assessment and comparison.
INVESTORS’ COUNCIL: an exclusive leadership group for active large-scale impact investors. Comprised
of asset owners and asset managers with diverse interests across sectors and geographies. The
Investors’ Council members also participate in field-building activities such as infrastructure
development and research to advance the broader impact investing industry. For example, the
Investors’ Council supports working group called Terragua, composed of investors’ council members
that are focused on increasing investment in sustainable agriculture in Sub-Saharan Africa, with a
goal to improve the lives of poor farmers and their families.
More information: www.thegiin.org
IMPACT INVESTING IN AFRICA
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Chapter 2: The Need for Impact Capital in Africa
Most African impact ventures aim to improve

(for example access to healthcare, financial,

the quality of lives in Africa through increased

or educational services), (ii) infrastructure

access to basic services, or through addressing

development (such as water, housing or energy

overarching challenges, such as job creation,

systems), (iii) social development (including job

income inequality, youth unemployment or

creation, entrepreneurship, or gender equality)

climate change.

and (iv) environmental challenges (such as
climate change adaptation or environmental
degradation). While the analysis below separates

investing in Africa, we will first review key

each challenge, it is important to note that many

development challenges that can be partially

of the challenges above and their solutions are

addressed through market based mechanisms.

inherently interlinked and interdependent, for

We can separate these challenges to 4 main

instance access to water and access to healthcare,

themes: (i) access to basic products and services

or access to education and access to employment.

©IFAD/ Guy Stubbs

To review the potential demand for impact
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African Union Agenda 2063:
Following various debates and stakeholder consultations related to the African Union Commission
50th Anniversary in 2013, the African Union Commission has set the following priorities for Africa’s
agenda in the next 50 years. Many of these priorities correspond with the objectives of African impact
entrepreneurs as described in this report.
First, the Agenda sees improving quality of life and investing in young people as the driving goals
required for Africa’s renaissance. These objectives are independent and addressed across the target
objectives below.
Eradicating Poverty by 2025: through investment in the population’s productivity and capacities
(skills and assets), increased income, creation of jobs and provision of basic necessities.
Health: a recurring theme throughout the Agenda and is mentioned in many issues, as healthcare is
a basic service the Agenda cites as necessary for a high quality of life.
Financial Services: The establishment of financial institutions within agreed timeframes of various
African financial institutions. Among these are the African Investment Bank and Pan African Stock
Exchange (2016), the African Monetary Fund (2018) and the African Central Bank (2028/34). Besides
that, by 2063 rural women should have access to credit and financial services.
Education: Education is considered another basic service essential to a high quality of life. Therefore,
the Agenda calls for expanding universal access to quality early childhood, primary and secondary
education and building African knowledge through reform and investments in universities, science,
technology, research and innovation.
Agriculture: Modernization of African agriculture and agro-businesses is expected to support growth
and scaling of value added agriculture, along with increased productivity - striving to eliminate
hunger and food insecurity through modernization of African agriculture, and the preservation of the
environment.. From another angle, the agenda wishes to promote women’s increased access to land
and inputs, and ensure that at least 30 percent of agricultural financing are accessed by women.
Energy: Harnessing all African energy resources to ensure modern, efficient, reliable, and cost
effective, and energy to all African households, businesses, and institutions - building national and
regional energy generation and delivery systems, and advancing PIDA energy projects.
Water: The Agenda sets equitable and sustainable water management and access to water as a
milestone in achieving social economic development, regional cooperation and environmental
preservation,
Private Sector Development: Development of the African private sector through engagement and a
conducive climate for private sector. Fostering Pan African businesses through the growth of regional
manufacturing hubs and scaled up intra-Africa trade.

IMPACT INVESTING IN AFRICA
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2.1 DEMAND FOR BASIC SERVICES

A to Z textile mills (Tanzania)
A to Z Textile Mills is a joint partnership between

Africa is at a crossroad. Economic growth has

Sumitomo Chemical, ExxonMobil, and UNICEF which

taken root across much of the region. The

had been forged to develop a long-lasting insecticide-

continent’s economic output has risen almost

treated bed net for malaria prevention. In 2003, the

fourfold since 2000 to over US$2 trillion in 2013,

trio had called on Acumen Fund to identify an African

with the IMF predicting that between 2011 and

partner capable of distributing the technology. It is

2015, 7 out of the 10 fastest-growing economies

known that nets could revolutionize the prevention

in the world, in terms of GDP, will be in Africa.

15

of malaria, a disease that disproportionately affects

GDP growth for the African continent as a whole

the poor, infecting approximately 250 million people

was approximately 5.4 percent in 2013, making

annually. Although bed nets have been a proven

it one of the fastest-growing regions in the

prevention method against malaria transmission,

world.

the dominant technology in the early 2000s required

16

Every country in sub-Saharan Africa,

with the exception of South Sudan, saw positive
economic growth rates in 2007–2013.

17

A to Z was Acumen’s prime candidate to make the

Yet the process of reducing poverty, improving

nets, as it had been in operation for more than 25

people’s lives and putting in place the foundations

years and employed more than 1,000 people. Instead

for more inclusive and sustainable growth still

of awarding A to Z a grant- the conventional form of

has a long way to go. Economic growth has not

financing in the global health field -Acumen provided

permeated across all populations equally and

a US$325,000 three-year loan with a 6 percent annual

many basic needs are still unmet, as income

interest rate. The initial financing contract stipulated

inequality grows. As mentioned above, the World

a royalty-free technology transfer of the nets from

Bank estimated that 47.5 percent of Africans

Sumitomo Chemical, and helped A to Z purchase new,

have less than US$1.25 (PPP) per day, and 68.8

specialized bed net weaving machines. In 2005, an

percent lived on less than US$2 per day, another

additional US$675,000 of capital structured as partly

international poverty benchmark. Almost all

debt and partly a grant was committed to test the

Africans (97 percent) fall into the segment earning

viability of a retail market distribution strategy.

less than US$8 per day, a measure used by the
World Resources Institute (WRI) and International
Finance Corporation (IFC) to define the lowincome market.18

2.1.1 Access to Healthcare Services
The Challenge

The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates

22

retreatment every three to six months.

Following the successful technology transfer,
Sumitomo Chemical and A to Z each invested
US$7.5 million in follow-on financing to start a joint
venture. By 2006, the textile firm had repaid its first
loan to Acumen, and it is on schedule to repay its
second. Acumen was the only partner willing to risk
the initial capital to prove the company’s capacity to
produce the nets.

that approximately 47 percent of the African

In 2013, A to Z was producing 30 million nets a year,

population has low or no access to basic health

selling them to international aid agencies. Its staff

care services. As is heartrendingly evident

of 7,000, who are mostly women, has made the

during the Ebola outbreak in the past months,

company one of the largest employers in Tanzania.

IMPACT INVESTING IN AFRICA

Inclusive Businesses
In recent years, much attention has been given to the importance of inclusive business in driving
development outcomes in Africa. Thousands of innovative business are sprouting across the continent
in various sectors, led by ventures of all kind. A few substantial success stories have already shown
the world it is possible to develop a profitable and impactful model, driving new interest and capital.
Inclusive businesses aim to integrate low-income people into value chains, thus creating opportunities
for this group in a targeted approach. Furthermore, Inclusive businesses include low-income
populations both on the demand side as customers, and on the supply side as employees, producers
and entrepreneurs.
A number of prominent African examples demonstrate that such enterprises can be both profitable
and effective. A now famous innovation is M-Pesa mobile money services, increased access to
financial services for the majority of the Kenyan population. M-Pesa now is used by 15 million people
in Kenya alone, inspiring other providers to develop similar initiatives across Africa.
Developing viable business models for low-income consumers has a set of unique challenges. Below
are a few:
Access to markets – low-income consumers are generally located in remote areas, with Infrastructure
and distribution challenges. Established distribution systems are rare in rural low-income populations,
requiring companies to invest across the value chain, from production to warehousing to the enduser. As a result, they often incur higher costs for marketing and distribution.
Market information – information regarding prices and consumer preference is difficult to gather. Track
records in low-income markets are difficult to assess, even in sectors with established businesses.
Low or incremental price structures – since low-income consumers have low access to credit, impact
entrepreneurs targeting these populations must offer low-priced products or services, or develop
creative consumer finance solutions (such as partnerships with MFIs, Pay-per-use models or modular
products), or are required to fit consumers available cash-flow,
Market Creation – impact enterprise often must invest in “creating demand” for their goods or services
as they are generally based on new products and services
Disperse and Diverse Population – there are profound differences between different segments of
low-income consumers (for instance rural and urban populations in different countries), inhibiting
the replication of successful business models from one region to the next.

IMPACT INVESTING IN AFRICA
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some countries in Africa fall behind on many

children are sick and who needs extra nutrition.

healthcare indicators, and this gap continues

They encourage breast-feeding, vaccinations and

to widen.19 Sub-Saharan Africa accounts for 11

prompt treatment of common afflictions such as

percent of the world’s population, yet bears

diarrhea, while referring to health clinics when

24 percent of the global disease burden and

required. Living Goods sets prices 20 to 40 percent

command less than 1 percent of global health

below overpriced and under-stocked local retailers,

expenditure.20 As a result, of the 31 countries

thereby encouraging competition and price

worldwide recording an under-five mortality

reduction. According to the company, Living Goods

rate of at least 100 deaths per 1,000 live births in

customers saved US$90 in 2012, as agents treated

2009, 30 were in sub-Saharan Africa The average

62,000 children, supported 25,000 pregnancies,

life expectancy across sub-Saharan Africa is 52.5

sold 37,000 units of vitamin-fortified foods and

years, compared to 69.2 worldwide.

distributed 30,000 clean cookstoves.

In addition, infectious diseases continue to plague

In addition to the social impact, product sales

lives of the low-income Africans. Every year there

generate sustainable income for the healthcare

are approximately 900,000 fatalities from malaria,

promoters, helping overcome the high turnover

with African children accounting for over 80

that has plagued volunteer community health

percent of malaria victims.

worker

A study conducted by IFC with assistance from
McKinsey & Company, estimates that over the next
decade, US$25-30 billion in new investment will be
needed in health care assets, including hospitals,
clinics, and distribution warehouses, to meet the
growing health care demands in sub-Saharan
Africa.21
Opportunity for Market-based Solutions

Fortunately, smaller enterprises have started
addressing the need and various impact investors
are interested in placing capital in health related
ventures. Living Goods was established in 2007
to sell essential healthcare products through a
door-to-door “Avon” operations approach. Today
there are more than 1,000 For instance, Living
Goods “community health promoters” working

24

initiatives

while

also

fostering

the

development of modern healthcare.22 Living Goods
first received grant capital from foundations, and
then investment capital from impact investors such
as Omidyar Network. In 2011, the company reached
break-even point.23

2.1.2 Access to Financial Services
The Challenge

Despite the recent financial sector growth in Africa
over the past decades, many individuals and firms
are still excluded from access to financial services in
African countries. According to a recent IMF survey
approximately 67 percent of adults in Africa have
little or no access to financial services. This includes
owning a bank account or having access to credit,
savings programs, or insurance.

in Uganda and Kenya, through a micro-franchise

Recent analysis shows that available African

model. The health promoters go door to door in

financial services lag behind other developing

rural neighborhoods, offering malaria medicine,

economies in terms of cost structure, distance to

fortified cereals, vitamins and soap and larger

bank, and documentation requirements, which are

items such as cookstoves, solar lanterns, and bed-

all are important obstacles to increasing access to

nets. The community health promoters are trained

financial services. Lack of access to basic financial

to know which women are pregnant, which

services reinforces the cycle of poverty and can
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eventually weaken the pace of the country’s

million adults, lack the basic literacy and numeracy

economic growth and development.

skills needed in everyday life. Youth literacy rates,
at 72 percent, are the lowest of any region in the

Opportunity for Market-Based Solutions

world. More than 31 million African children –

Building on continued macroeconomic growth

mostly girls – do not attend school. Drivers for low

and the mobile money revolution, an entrepreneur

education levels include insufficient investment in

can create powerful impact with the possibility

schools, teachers, and textbooks, as well as low-

for strong financial returns by increasing financial

income household reliance on additional income

access and creating innovative mechanisms to

generated by children and youth.

provide credit to individuals or small business, or
through new platforms for transferring payments
and saving money.

The consequences of low levels of access to
education are significant. Education plays an
important role in determining future employment

An example of such a business model can be

prospects, since it is one of the main paths to

found in Pagatech Nigeria. Nigeria lags behind

escaping poverty. As a result, poverty perpetuates

many other African countries with respect to

itself via low educational attainment in a cycle

financial inclusion, as 64 percent of the country’s

that impedes social mobility, resulting in dire labor

adult population remain without access to formal

market prospects for young people.

financial services (the vast majority, 80.4 percent in
remote rural areas). Pagatech leverages a mobile

Opportunity for Market-based Solutions

banking platform to enable its clients to save, remit

An exciting business model that increases access

funds, buy airtime and pay bills via the mobile

to education has been developed by Bridge

phone and/or a network of retail agents at a lower

International Academies (BIA) – by re-engineering

cost than traditional providers. In two years of

the business model delivery of basic education. BIA

operation, Pagatech has attracted over 1.2 million

offers an ultra low-cost private school (US$6.5 a

users. Thanks to an accessible platform, Pagatech

month) in East Africa and has become the world’s

is able to reach populations that are excluded or

largest chain of primary and pre-primary schools -

unreached by traditional institutions.

with 359 academies and over 100,000 studens.

2.1.3 Access to Education / Education
Businesses

BIA started in Kenya in 2009 and is now in four

The Challenge

can be easily replicated and scaled up. As a result, BIA

Access to education is still a substantial challenge

is opening a new school every 2.5 days. Leveraging

in Africa. Only 19 percent of students in Africa

technology and data, BIA creates efficiencies both in

complete secondary education, and only 5 percent

terms of costs and quality. BIA invests in world-class

complete tertiary education.

About 38 percent

curriculum and training development by some of

of sub-Saharan Africa’s adult population, or 158

the greatest minds in education. This systemization

24

countries in the region. They developed an
innovative “Academy-in-a-box” franchise model that

“Bringing world-class education to low income populations”
Bridge International Academies

IMPACT INVESTING IN AFRICA
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frees Academy Managers to focus on the critical

economic growth. Approximately 70 percent of

work of overseeing classroom instruction or

the population is directly employed in the sector,

building relationships in the local community. BIA

and it accounts for approximately 30 percent of

received early investment from impact investors

the region’s gross domestic product (GDP), with

(such as the Gates Foundation and DFID) and

the total size of agriculture in sub-Saharan Africa,

then secured growth capital from larger financial

including agribusiness, at approximately US$313

institutions, such as the IFC.25

billion in 2010. 28

2.1.4 Agriculture and Food Security
/ Agribusinesses and Access to
Nutritional Food Businesses

The African agriculture industry is expected to
account for US$1 trillion by 2030 to meet the food
and employment demands on the continent.29
To reach these levels, the agriculture industry
in many African countries requires substantial

The Challenge

Approximately 239 million people in sub Saharan

investment.

Africa are malnourished and do not have stable

With 60 percent of the world’s arable land yet to be

and secure access to food.

cultivated located in Africa, the market potential

26

Hunger and lack of

food security lead to under-nutrition, with dire

has

consequences on health, well-being, and economic

attractive to international investors, though some

capacity and growth. Under-nutrition in the first

investors in African agriculture do not consider the

1,000 days of a child’s life can cause irreversible

welfare of local farmers and communities and often

stunting and mental impairment. As the prices of

endanger natural resources.

staples and basic foods are uncertain and expected
to grow, – many additional people may be forced to
contend with food insecurity.

made

agricultural

projects

increasingly

On the other hand, innovative market-based solutions
deliberately structured to positively impact the
agricultural value chain, incorporating smallholder

One of the leading requirements to ensure food

farmers and environmental factors, can successfully

security in the future is increasing agricultural

generate financial returns and benefit the local

production and productivity levels in Africa.

community and environment.30 For this reason, impact

Agricultural methods in Africa are based on small

investing in responsible and inclusive agribusinesses

scale traditional farming and since value chains

has recently received significant attention.

suffer from many challenges, resulting in low
volume and low-quality yields. For instance, African

Opportunity for Market-based Solutions

cereals yields are well under half the world average.

To

In fact, roughly 400 million Africans are small scale

entrepreneurs have stepped in. Some businesses

subsistence farmers, producing just enough food

created partnerships between big business and

to feed their families. Without access to modern

small-scale farmers, others aggregate the activities

practices, good seeds, fertilizers, proper land and

of small-holder farmers, and some focus on post-

water management techniques, storage, transport,

harvest services. Most projects also include transfer

and trade markets, these smallholder farmers are

of technology in the form of introducing improved

trapped in a cycle of poverty.

seeds, pesticides, chemical fertilizers and better

27

Furthermore, as the dominant source of income
in Africa, agriculture is most likely to impact

26
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address

the

daunting

challenge,

impact

storage facilities which can boost general agricultural
productivity and eventually increase growth rates.31

Many agribusiness projects typically include a profit
sharing mechanism designed so the returns accrue

Biolands Intl

not only to the investors, but benefit the local

Biolands Intl. is Africa’s largest exporter

community as well. These cooperation projects

of organic cocoa. The organization started

have the potential to influence Africa’s food

working with small holder farmers in the

economy by increasing food security and nutrition,

Mbeya region, in Tanzania, in 1999. It

providing employment (at the agribusiness large-

provides training, technical advice, supplies

scale farm or in post-harvest processing facilities),

of seedlings and pruning equipment to

or increased stable income to small farmers

farmers in the region. Today, approximately

through contract farming project, and developing

20,000 cocoa farming small holder farmers

local knowledge of modern farming technologies

across 100 villages are producing organic

while bringing small-holder farmers into the global

cocoa. The system permits production to be

supply chain with reduced market riks.

certified social/fair-trade (for instance by
IMO or Rainforest Alliance) or organic.

For instance, the Kenya Tea Development Agency

The company first experienced success

Ltd. (KTDA), established in 2000 is owned by 54 tea

in Tanzania with 7 continuous years of

companies. They, in turn, have 550,000 small tea

profitability.

farmers as individual shareholders. The tea companies

Biolands aimed to encourage people who fled

collectively own 66 tea processing factories. KTDA’s

the country during the war to come back and

services offer economies of scale, and cut across the

take up farming, in addition to increasing the

entire tea value chain - include inputs, transportation,

cocoa industry in Sierra Leone.

warehousing, processing, marketing, and financing.
KTDA farmers receive 75-80 percent of the final tea
price, a higher payout than farmers in neighboring
countries. Another interesting example of value
chain development is the Good African Coffee
business in Uganda. Traditionally, Ugandan coffee
producers exported raw coffee beans to be processed
in industrialized countries. Good African Coffee,
however, established a new business model - where
local coffee farmers sell their beans to Good African
at a fair price, which in turns roast, packages, and

In

Sierra

Leone,

however,

In 2012, African Enterprise Challenge Fund
(AECF) provided Bioland a grant of US$ 1
million against a matching US$ 1.3 million,
due to the potential of high systemic impact
for cocoa farming in Sierra Leone, and the
potential to improve the quality and quantity
of small holder cocoa production in Sierra
Leone through the implementation of the
system successfully developed in Biolands
Intl Tanzania.

brands the final product, and shares the profits with

Another model for agribusinesses is La Laiterie du

the farmers evenly. Since 2003, Good African Coffee

Berger (LDB) in Senegal. As the first company to

has built through this model a network of more than

make dairy products from milk produced locally

14,000 coffee farmers, organized into 280 farmer

in Northern Senegal, La Laiterie du Berger is both

groups. The company, which is the first African-owned

improving the livelihoods of livestock herders and

coffee brand to be available in UK supermarkets, has

offering nutritional food products to the population

also helped local farmers to set up several savings

at large. Despite the fact that 30 percent of the

and credit cooperatives and increased the farmers’

Senegalese population is livestock herders, 90

available income.

percent of dairy products in Senegal are made from
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imported powdered milk, which has low nutritional

and policy makers. Infrastructure generally refers

value. LDB products are now sold in over 6,000

to integrated systems for electricity, gas, telecoms,

shops – increasing nutritional levels for consumers

transport, and water supply, sanitation and sewerage,

and income for the farmers. The business is

and housing. There is vast evidence that increased

expected to involve over 1,400 herders in 2014 (up

quantity and improved quality of infrastructure can

from 200 in 2006), collecting nearly 2,000 tons of

directly raise productivity and growth. For example,

milk and increasing the annual income per herder

improved transportation infrastructure in rural areas

to €408 (up from €314 just three years before).

can: (i) improve access to markets for agricultural
outputs (ii) facilitate private investment, (iii) improve

2.2

Infrastructure

jobs and income levels.

The impact of infrastructure on economic growth

Lack of infrastructure in Africa is well documented.

is now widely recognized among practitioners

For instance, only 38 percent of the African

Program Infrastructure Development for Africa (PIDA)
Deficient infrastructure is a continental problem that requires a continental solution. The essential
benefit of regional infrastructure is to make possible the formation of large, competitive markets
Established in 2012, PIDA is a multi-sector program covering Transport, Energy, Water and
Telecommunication/ICT. It is dedicated to facilitating continental integration in Africa through
improved regional infrastructure. PIDA is a joint initiative of the African Union Commission (AUC),
the New Partnership for Africa’s Development Planning and Coordination Agency (NPCA), and the
African Development Bank (AfDB).
Objectives
•

Increasing efficiencies

•

Accelerating growth

•

Facilitating integration in the world economy

•

Improving living standards

•

Unleashing intra-African trade
Expected outcomes:
Africa will reap savings on electricity production costs of US$ 30 billion a year, or US$ 850 billion
through 2040. Power access will rise from 39 percent in 2009 to nearly 70 percent in 2040, providing
access to an additional 800 million people.
PIDA aims to slash transport costs and boost intra-African trade. Transport efficiency gains will be at
least US$ 172 billion in the African Regional Transport Integration Network (ARTIN).
PIDA will ensure water and food security. Africa has the lowest water storage capacity and irrigated
agriculture in the world, and about half the continent faces some sort of water stress or water scarcity.
Finally, PIDA will increase global connectivity by boosting broadband connectivity by 20 percent.

28
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population has access to electricity, the penetration

However, it is important to note that improved

rate for internet is less than 10 percent, while only

access to physical infrastructure does not drive GDP

a quarter of Africa’s road network is paved. In

growth or social returns on its own. Transparent

sub-Saharan Africa, the estimated investment in

and inclusive implementation strategies are

infrastructure is US$93 billion a year until 2025.

required to maximize the impact of improved

Over 40 percent of the expenditure needed is in the

infrastructure.

32

power sector—to finance the 7,000 megawatts of
new generation capacity (as discussed above), 20
percent is needed for water supply and sanitation,
and a further 20 percent is needed for the transport
sector to achieve a reasonable level of regional,
national, rural, and urban connectivity and to
maintain existing assets. The rest is for irrigation
and telecommunications. To date, less than half
that amount is being provided, leaving an annual
financing gap of more than US$50 billion to fill.33

In recent years, various enterprises are seeking
to address this challenge and provide innovative
and inclusive solutions for Africa’s infrastructure
challenges, most notably in the energy, water and
ICT sectors. Below are a few examples.

2.2.1 Access to Energy/ Renewable
Energy Businesses
The Challenge

Insufficient infrastructure has a clear impact

More than 620 million people (two-thirds of the

on

and

population) in sub-Saharan Africa are without

infrastructure appears to be one of the most

access to electricity. For households living off the

important factors for this situation. Studies have

grid, kerosene lamps are the primary lighting

shown that poor road, rail and port facilities add 30

source—an expensive technology that is also

to 40 percent to the costs of goods traded among

unsafe, because kerosene is flammable as well as

African countries.

poisonous when inhaled or ingested. The World

African

countries’
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Greenlight Planet

the equivalent of smoking two packs of cigarettes a

Launched in June 2009, Greenlight Planet’s key

day. Two thirds of adult females with lung cancer in

product is its Sun King portable solar light, which

developing nations are non-smokers.

sells for approximately US$ 17. It is designed to
last for 10 years, working 16 hours a day on a
single day of charge. It is three times brighter than
a kerosene lamp and without the negative health
effects of kerosene. The big selling points of the
Sun King lamp is the one‑year warranty and long
battery life (three years).
Greenlight has been working in Africa for almost
two years and in India for 5 years. They have
established an efficient marketing model, geared
to sell products to low income populations. The
distribution network consists of village‑level
direct sellers, each of whom covers a group of
villages (around 2,000 households), plus team
leaders, district sales managers and regional sales
managers. Direct sales agents can be farmers,
teachers, housewives; most work an hour or

In addition to the health implications of relying
on kerosene, rural populations in Africa also
pay an economic price for their lack of access
to electricity. Across the U.S. and U.K. electricity
costs between 10 to 15 cents per kilowatt-hour
(kWh). In rural Kenya or Rwanda, however, people
pay an equivalent of US$8 per kWh for kerosene
lighting. Often 30 percent or more of a family’s
income is spent on kerosene. Charging a mobile
phone is even more expensive and it costs nearly
400 times more to charge a mobile phone in rural
Kenya than in the U.S. The required investment to
provide centralized energy solutions is estimated
at US$400 billion until 2035, a figure too large to
be realistically addressed by public investment
alone.

so each evening, often doubling the household

Increasing access to electricity has traditional been

income. Known and trusted in the community, the

accomplished through infrastructure development,

local direct sales agents can sit down with families

i.e. investing in power plants, transition lines, and

and show them how much light they will get in

grid development. Many African impact investors

their home, and help them understand how much

focus on these projects, especially with regards to

they spend on kerosene and how soon the new

renewable energy power plants.

light will pay for itself. Full‑time team leaders find,
train and support the agents, all of whom receive
training and a ‘tool kit’ before they start.
According to Greenlight Founder and CEO, Anish
Thakkar, the majority of R&D costs - about
US$ 100,000 came from grants and awards for
business plan competitions. As they started
putting larger operations plans in place and
started reaching profitability they established an
incubator to test new innovations – to ensure the
continuation of market based innovation - and
raised US$ 4 million with global impact investor
Bamboo Finance and Dr. P. K. Sinha, Co-Founder
of ZS Associates (the world’s largest strategy
sales force consultancy).
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Bank estimates that breathing kerosene fumes is
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In recent years, however, decentralized, off-grid
solutions have also been developed to increase
access to electricity. In fact, innovative renewable
energy entrepreneurs have permeated African
markets in recent years. As the total kerosene
market in Africa is estimated as a US$30 billion
market. Ventures or projects that offer consumers
an affordable and alternative source of energy
in decentralized, or small scale systems, can aim
to capture some of that market share. In the
past decade, as the cost of solar energy systems
(Photovoltaic cells) has been reduced, hundreds of
new African companies and new business units of
existing companies have begun to consider these

markets. These range from giant multi-national

Opportunity for Market-based Solutions

corporations (MNCs) such as Total Energy to small

As the impact of indoor “fuelwood” cooking has

local entrepreneurs. Thousands of companies

become more public, many solutions, initiatives,

across the continent now offer a variety of solar

and ventures seek to address it. For instance, a Ghana

lighting solutions, including solar lanterns, solar

based enterprise, Toyola Energy, has developed an

home systems, and “pay-per-use” systems. For

effective business for selling efficient cookstoves

example, Greenlight capital has developed an

through an efficient and innovative decentralized

innovative marketing system and has been

sales agents model. Since its founding in 2006,

expanding into many countries in Africa.

Toyola has sold over 300,000 stoves and is now
expanding into other countries in West Africa.

2.2.2 Access to Energy - Cooking
The Challenge

Nearly 730 million Africans rely on the traditional

2.2.3 Water Infrastructure: Access to
Safe Water and Sanitation Services

use of solid biomass for cooking. African use

The Challenge

firewood and charcoal for cooking since marketing

More than 800 million Africans do not have

and distribution channels for cooking gas (liquid

adequate sanitation services and almost 300

petroleum gas, or LPG) are not fully developed.

million live without access to clean and safe water,

Unfortunately, cooking with wood, dung, coal

with a devastating effects on their health and

and other solid fuels has major environmental

quality of life. Worldwide, more children die from

and social impact. First and foremost, it is a major

sanitation-related diseases than from malaria, AIDS

risk factor for pneumonia among children and

and TB combined. Waterborne diseases account

chronic respiratory disease among adults. Each year

for 1.8 million deaths annually. The vast majority

nearly 600,000 premature deaths in Africa can be

of these deaths could be prevented by investing

attributed to this deficiency.

in safe water delivery, toilet facilities, and raising
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awareness regarding improved hygiene practices.

Figure 4: Use of Improved Sanitation Facility

Figure 5: Use of improved Drinking Water Sources

91-100%
76-90%
50-75%
50%

^

Source:
Dalberg 2011 analysis of WHO & UNICEF (2010) Progress on Sanitation and Drinking
Water – 2010 Update

No data
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PEEPO – Personalized Toilets
The Peepo is a personal, single-use, selfsanitizing, and fully biodegradable bag with an
inner layer that unfolds to form a wide funnel –
as an alternative to a toilet. After use, the Peepoo
bag can be placed in the ground and it turns into
valuable fertilizer that can improve livelihoods
and increase food security – without requiring
water. The urea inside Peepoo inactivates
harmful bacteria, viruses and parasites within
four weeks.
The company has four main focus areas: urban
slums, schools, emergency response and
refugee camps. For humanitarian response
in emergencies and refugee and IDP camps.

Even when consequences are not fatal, insufficient
access to clean water and sanitation has significant
economic impacts, as constant health challenges
diminish worker productivity and children’s school
attendance. Therefore, increased access to water
can generate powerful economic outcomes, and
can be a driver for poverty reduction.
Opportunity for Market-based Solution

An estimated public investment of US$190 billion
is required to provide universal access to safe
drinking water and basic sanitation in Africa – a
large sum for a continent contending with many
additional challenges.36 Innovative solutions are
being developed and implemented through
various models of cooperation between public
and private funding.

Peepoople sells the Peepoo products (Peepoo

In addition, similar to the electricity infrastructure

Personal Pack, Peepoo Kiti and Peepoo

market, market based solutions for sanitation

Yizi) to aid organizations, UN agencies and

could be found through decentralized approaches,

governments, either directly or through local

such as the innovative example of Peepoo

distributors. In both emergencies and refugee/

presented here. Another solution for limited access

IDP camps Peepoos are typically handed out for

to water is decreasing consumption, especially

free to beneficiaries as part of hygiene kits and

in agricultural production. For instance, micro-

trainings. In urban slums Peepoo is developing

irrigation technology companies such as Amiran

an inclusive business model in the Kibera slum of

or Jain Irrigation Systems offer small scale farmers

Nairobi, Kenya. The Peepoo School Programme

affordable kits that can boost their production

is a donor-funded program currently providing

yields and reduce water consumption through

hygiene and sanitation to more than 10,000

sophisticated intelligent water distribution.

school children in Kibera. Children early adoption
of the product serves as the central marketing
method.

2.2.4 Access to Affordable Housing
The Challenge

Urbanization is a strong component of Africa’s
economic growth. With an annual urbanization
rate of 3.5 percent over the past two decades,
African cities are the fastest growing in the
developing world. Currently, about 40 percent of
the continent’s one billion people live in cities and
towns, and by 2030 it is estimated that 50 percent
of Africa’s population will be living in an urban
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Figure 6: Africa Income Distribution
According to the World Bank, only 3%
of the population have income viable
for a mortgage

10.8% of Africa’s population earn between US$10-$20 per day

9.9% of Africa’s population earn between US$4-$10 per day

24% of Africa’s population earn between US$2-$4 per day

36.5% of Africa’s
population earn less than
US$2 per day

Source: Illustration based on diagram in Housing Finance in Africa report, Centre for Affordable Housing Finance in Africa
(2013).

environment.37
One of the central challenges regarding Africa’s
rapid urbanization is poor-quality housing units, or
“urban slums” according to UN-Habitat terminology,
in most large cities. The African slum population is
estimated at 400 million people representing 40.2
percent of its population.38

of the African housing needs would be served. The
current average price of new houses being built
is estimated at US$31,000 which is simply too
expensive for over 90 percent of the population.39
Low and middle income households rather build
their houses independently – often incrementally
– on the peripheries of the city. Since Plots in periurban areas are bought at low prices, (a large plot

Furthermore, as urbanization grows, the demand

can be purchased at approximately US$ 1,000-

for housing rises. Yet the majority of the new

10,000) the full cost of land and construction is

urban residents do not have access to suitable

approximately between US$ 7,000-35,000.40

housing solutions or mortgages that can finance
house ownerships.

To address this issue, Habitat for Humanity in
Malawi partnered with a local MFI and launched
the “Building in Stages” program in 2005. The

Opportunity for Market Based Solutions

program facilitates the construction of new

The World Bank estimates that if mortgages were

houses and repairs of existing homes, through

accessed by just 3 percent of Africa’s population,

incremental stages. This allows low income

this could contribute as much as US$300 billion to

families to improve their living conditions over

the growth of African economies. Consequently,

time, based on the availability of their resources.

a number of governments, such as Nigeria,

By December 2012, 250 homes were completed

Tanzania and Togo, are working with World Bank

in the capital city of Lilongw through this

to facilitate access to mortgages. And yet, even if

initiative.41

mortgage markets were increased, only a fraction
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Sekaf – Women led

2.3

Agribusiness

Development Challenges

Gender

inequality

in

Africa

relates

to

Social and Human

2.3.1 Gender Inequality

agricultural ownership and productivity. Weak

The Challenge

property rights and tenure security reduce

As a predominantly traditional society, equality

incentives to invest in their land, and women

between genders in many places in Africa still has

operate smaller, less sophisticated farms,

a long way to go.42 Women in Africa tend to have

and earn less income from their agricultural

lower education levels than men, lower income

produce.

and lower opportunities. As a result, most of the

Sekaf in Ghana, is an impact venture which

challenges discussed above affect women and girls

processes Shea nuts and addresses this

substantially more than men. For example, women

issue. Properly processed Shea nuts are

account for more than 60 percent of the region’s

commercially profitable due to growing

adult illiterate population and of the 31 million

demand from the international food and

African children that do not attend school, the

cosmetic industries. In Ghana it is estimated

majority are girls.43

that 600,000 rural women earn income from
collecting Shea nuts. However, due to the
effort involved with taking nuts to market,
most women become ‘price takers’, settling for
a low price rather than carrying the products
back home.
Through an investment from Injaro fund, Sekaf
now employs over 250 women and buys Sheanuts and Shea butter from approximately
2,500 women. By helping the women with
loans, training and quality control expertise,
it has directly increased productivity and the
quality of products for which producers receive
a fair price. In turn this provides employment
security and economic empowerment for

Opportunity for Market Based Solution

Promoting gender equality requires coordinated
action from both policy makers and civil society.
However, by promoting female ownership and
management,

innovative

business

can

also

contribute to improving the balance of power and
equality between genders. Impact ventures that
promote women empowerment include businesses
established with the assistance of the Motsepe
Foundation in South Africa. Motsepe Foundation
provides funding for various women entrepreneurs,
such as bakeies.

cooperative members. Some members of
Sekaf cooperative societies are sending their
children to school for the first time.

2.3.2 Job Creation and Youth
Empowerment
The Challenge

Low-income people mostly rely on informal markets,
since they often cannot afford formal legal procedures,
lack access to legal identity documents, or simply
fail to perceive any benefit associated with formal
structures. In Africa, as many as nine in ten workers
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have informal jobs. In many areas, women and young

and aims to create and mentor 125 franchises

people in particular lack the opportunity to work in

and facilitate more than 700 jobs. A portion of the

any other context than the informal market. Youth

Fund have been allocated specifically for technical

account for more than one-third of Africa’s workers,

assistance and business development support, at a

yet the labor force in 2014 was mostly unskilled and

zero percent interest rate. This part of the funding is

semi-skilled, with the majority of the population living

only payable upon completion of all other financing

in rural areas and primarily engaged in farming.44

debt has been repaid, thus allowing businesses to

By 2020, a projected 122 million workers will join
Africa’s workforce, building a continental labor force
of more than 500 million. By 2035, this labor force will
be larger than that of China or India. Today, however,
only 28 percent of the population is employed in
stable, wage-paying jobs, leaving almost threequarters of the population unemployed or in
vulnerable employment (often self-employed in the
informal sector or relying on subsistence farming). 45
Improvement in employment numbers will strongly
depend upon public support and the ability of
Africa’s entrepreneurs to generate growth in key
industries, including manufacturing, agriculture,
and services. Impact ventures attempting to
address this issue focus on either developing skills
or improving employment conditions or ownership
(and entrepreneurship) prospects.

develop properly and ensures maximum impact.

2.4

Recent Market

Developments and Opportunities
for Impact Ventures
Sustained Economic Growth
Economic development in many parts of sub-

African Business Leader
Catalyzing Institutional
Investment in Entrepreneurship
Founded by the youngest African billionaire
Ashish Thakkar, the Mara foundation provides
mentorship support to young entrepreneurs
across Africa, including business incubation and

An interesting initiative to address this challenge is

venture capital funding. In 2013 , in partnership

the Warehouse Franchise Fund launched in 2014 by

with the former CEO of Barclays, Thakkar created

South African SME investor, Business Partners Limited,

Atlas Mara, a financial services firm which has

together with the Development Bank of Southern

since then acquired multiple assets across

Africa (DBSA). The Franchise Fund is an innovative

Africa - including a majority stake in the Rwanda

platform aimed at allowing young and previously

development bank- with a view to facilitate

disadvantaged entrepreneurs, with limited assets

access to finance to African entrepreneurs.

and access to capital, to qualify as franchisees.

Thakkar’s own success is inspiring - a Ugandan-

The Franchise Fund aims to create jobs through
entrepreneurship by providing the upfront capital
required when purchasing a franchise license. The
Franchise Fund financing also requires a minimum
contribution of 10 percent of total financing from
the entrepreneur.
The Franchise Fund is approximately US$10 million

born refugee of the Rwandan genocide, he
launched his first business, a computer trading
operation, with a US$5,500 loan when he was
15 years old. That business became Mara Group,
which now employs more than 11,000 people
and operates in 22 countries in agriculture,
manufacturing, banking, real estate and IT. Today,
he wishes to “bring Silicon Valley to Africa”.
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Impact Ventures Addressing
Emergencies – ICR for Combating Ebola

Saharan Africa has grown and improved
significantly in the past decade. The continent’s
economic output has risen almost fourfold
since 2000 to over US$2 trillion in 2013. GDP

In early 2014, a massive Ebola outbreak began in West

growth for the African continent as a whole was

Africa, larger than the world has ever witnessed before.

approximately 5.4 percent in 2013, making it one

The disease spread into Nigeria, the most populous

of the fastest-growing regions in the world.49

African country on July 20th and was declared Ebola
free on October 20th. Thanks to patient isolation and
aggressive contact tracing (including 18,500 visits to 894
people), Nigeria had just 20 Ebola cases, including eight
deaths, a far lower death rate than the 70 percent rate
seen elsewhere.

new developments in the African markets that
can increase potential funding and partnership
opportunities for impact entrepreneurs, such as
the development of domestic stock exchanges
across the continent, with 29 distinct market

Considering Nigeria’s neighbors have been battling

platforms already in place. It is reasonable to

the epidemic for more than 6 months, with over 4,500

assume that continued growth will encourage

casualties – this is spectacular success. According to the

additional global capital to enter the market,

World Health Organization (WHO), the success of Nigeria

allowing local financial markets to improve

was attributable to ample funding, quick action and

and diversify.

effective collaboration with the WHO, the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and the non-profit organization Doctors
Without Borders.

Additional capital also allows increased
investing in infrastructure and basic services,
perhaps through partnerships with impact

In October 2014, Nigeria Minister of Communication

enterprises, and allows impact entrepreneurs

Technology, Dr Omobola Johnson disclosed that an

to increase efficiency and reduce their

innovative mobile-health phone application supported

costs of capital. For example,

the efforts to halt the spread of the deadly disease. In

sector actors have become increasingly

fact, it was a combination of a ‘smart-phone’ application,

interested in agricultural infrastructure in

together with Facebook and twitter activity. According

Africa, demonstrated through two African

to the Nigerian government, this combination was

agriculture funds (Phatisa Group and Harith)

instrumental in Nigeria’s fight to contain the Ebola virus –

which have successfully raised over US$500

especially for contact tracking.

million in 2014.50 As we can see from the

With Ebola time is very important, and the phone app
helped in reducing reporting times of infections by
seventy-five percent: test results were scanned to
tablets and uploaded to emergency databases and
field teams got text message alerts on their phones
informing them of the results.
Dr Johnson reiterated that the combination of the internet
and mobile cellular phones has opened up tremendous
opportunities for countries like Nigeria.
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Sustained economic growth in Africa is driving
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private

analysis above, agricultural development is
tightly linked with other sectors – such as
access to water, energy, food security, and job
creation. Increased development across the
agricultural value chain strengthens ventures
in these related sectors, reducing operational
costs and market risks.

Young Population
Africa’s wealth lies primarily in its people – a
young and growing population in search of

opportunity. The continent’s average age is the

More Suitable Capital

lowest of any region in the world. By 2015, 75

Since 2005, Africa has attracted more investment

percent of its 1 billion people will be below the age

than aid. At the same time, increased awareness of

of 30. Moreover, the number of young people is

the financing gap discussed above has motivated

expected to double by 2045. This young, growing

local financial actors to divert the additional capital

population holds great potential as consumers,

available to SMEs and early-stage ventures, and

producers, employees and new entrepreneurs.

provide more support systems.

51

Improved skills and education levels in this population
will create a virtuous cycle - increasing available
income, while also improving availability of talented
professionals who can either support entrepreneurs
or join entrepreneur management teams

As African philanthropists and policy makers recognize
the importance of SME capital and put incentives
schemes in place in some countries, additional SME
support is available for local financial institutions.
For example, the small Business Banking Network
(SBBN), is a global network for financial institutions

Platforms
Mobile phone penetration is approximately 50
percent across Africa. Moreover, penetration rates
are rising, along with access to high speed internet.

which serve small and growing businesses in Africa
and Asia. With 26 financial institutions in Africa, SBBN
can leverage activities and best practices across the
continent.

Such access to information platforms is driving an

The organization supports financial institutions

innovation revolution in all sectors – specifically

in the small business and microfinance markets

addressing the critical issues described above.

in designing improved products, processes, and

The ICT revolutions is already providing exciting

delivery mechanisms so that these institutions

solutions, such as M-Pesa and pay-for-use solar home

are better able to increase access to finance for

systems, but the ability for two-way communication

underserved entrepreneurs. The SBBN, operated by

of information (including photographs and video

Capital Plus Exchange (an international non-profit),

content) offers exciting new opportunities. Through

draws on regional and global experts to provide

mobile phone platforms, small scale farmers can

strategic and operational consulting services, and

work together to improve their yields. Financial,

encourages members to diversify their financial

health and education services can be expanded to

product offering for SMEs, such as small-business

remote areas with more ease, and new mechanisms

leasing, invoice discounting, and factoring services.

for consumer finance for water and electricity can
be implemented. For example, Vascode, a mobile
application technology company recently launched
mAgri – a mobile phone platform for small-holder
farmers. The platform allows both peer-to-peer
communications (through chat or email) and access
to real time agricultural information and products,
service providers, seeds, and market vendors – and
the service costs only US$1 per month.52

Non-Financial Support Impact
Ventures and Inclusive Businesses
In recent years, much attention has been given to
the importance of impact ventures and inclusive
business in driving development outcomes in
Africa. Thousands of innovative businesses are
sprouting across the continent in various sectors. A
few substantial success stories have already shown
the world it is possible to develop a profitable and
impactful model – driving new knowledge, interest,
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and capital.
As local governments sustain higher GDP levels,
they have more capital to create supporting
frameworks for impact enterprises as well as to
provide catalytic funding. At the same time, more
international institutions are entering the space
– including development organizations such as
the UNDP. Some organizations conduct research

to develop and disseminate information on this
unique segment, while others provide businesses
development support and assist in the design
and implementation of adequate business models
for ensuring social and environmental impact
or accessing capital. The increased interest and
support mechanisms, facilitates the success and
replication of impact ventures across Africa.

©Amadou Keita
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M-PESA – Mobile Banking in Kenya
In many African countries it is common for a person to have a mobile phone but not a bank account.
M-PESA, is the first and most successful mobile banking service, capturing 17 million subscribers by
December 2011 in Kenya alone. Following its success, it has become flagship of the opportunities
in developing services for low-income communities, and it is one of the most cited and referenced
examples in Africa. Since M-PESA entered the market, mobile banking is revolutionizing how lowincome consumers access financial services. It is estimated that about 364 million low-income,
unbanked Africans were using mobile banking in 2012, generating over US$ 7.8 billion in revenues for
the mobile phone industry via transaction fees (GSMA, 2010).

The Product
M-PESA is used for the following activities:
1. As a banking tool for deposits, withdrawals (via sales agents), retail purchases, wire transfers, bill
payment, account balance review and more.
2. As a bill collection medium - Kenyan companies use M-PESA to collect payments from their
customers. The biggest user is the electric utility company with around 20 percent of 1 million
customers paying via M-PESA.

The Opportunity
In the 1990s, the traditional banking sector disregarded most rural Kenya and urban dwelling workers
who needed an inexpensive but reliable method of sending money to unemployed relatives in villages.
City workers had to either seal their wages in an envelope and pay a courier to travel for hours to their
village, or personally travel home. Both options meant paying a hefty percentage of their wages on the
transfer process. Just before the launch of M-PESA, 14.3 percent of the Kenyan population depended
on such money transfer as their main source of income. Business clients with traditional bank accounts
also needed safe, low-cost and quick financial services for paying clients, providers and salaries, as
local banks were charging high fees for such services. In 2002, the UK Department for International
Development (DFID), introduced a “mobile bank” pilot study of mobile banking involving 20 small
villages. While the pilot was discontinued due to its high costs, it resulted in a popular acceptance of the
concept of mobile banking, and a group of early adopters who witnessed the benefits of such a service.

M-PESA Results
M-PESA was launched in 2007 by the leading Kenyan mobile network operator Safaricom. Since its
introduction, M-PESA experienced rapid growth. The number of customers increased from 52,000
in 2007 to 15 million by 2012. Each customer averages around two peer-2-peer transactions per
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month, representing around US$ 450 million peer-to-peer transactions per month (or 16 percent
of the Kenyan GDP). These customers represent around 68 percent of Kenya’s adult population (or
37 percent of total population). Revenue from M-PESA was almost US$ 100 million in 2012, and it
continues to grow at a rate of approximately 32 percent per annum. As of 2012, more than US$ 600
billion has been transferred through M-PESA, with US$ 930 million in 2012 alone (accounting for 32
percent of Kenyan GDP). M-PESA benefited substantially by being the first company to enter the
market. While all other operators and some banks also offer mobile money services by now, M-PESA
owns 78 percent of the market.

M-PESA SUCCESS FACTORS
• Partnership with large MNCs and Multilateral organizations. Safaricom and Vodafone, a multibillion dollar company, could easily access the high initial capital costs of US$ 10 million required
to launch the project. In addition, the first pilots and testing of the products were financed and
facilitated by UK Dept for International Development (DfID) which subsidized the initial risk of the
new technology.
• Meeting a real need. When M-PESA was launched in 2007, only 19 percent of the Kenyan population
had access to banking services. Numerous barriers prevented this population from obtaining financial
services, such as illiteracy, complex due diligence, and high minimum balance requirements, which
made operating and maintaining bank accounts out of reach for many. M-PESA addressed all these
obstacles.
• Flexible bottom-up product design. The real success of M-PESA lies in its ability to quickly adapt
its initial product to the consumer use. The product offering originally focused on microfinance
but once other related needs were recognized, the offering was quickly expanded and modified,
enabling success on a much bigger scale.
• Simple, User-friendly Product. In order to use the service, the customer hands his money to an
M-PESA agent who then transfers the credit to the customer’s phone. To transfer the money to a
family member’s phone, the customer simply hits “send”. Then, the family member goes to a local
agent and cashes the money from his/her phone.
• Affordable product and adequate payment structure. Opening and operating M-PESA accounts
does not require any minimum initial balance nor is any fee charged for deposits or withdrawals or
monthly ledger fees. Minimal fees are charged only for sending money, in a “pay-per-use” model.
• Utilizing existing networks. Safaricom, having already implemented wide network coverage with
their mobile phone technology and airtime sales agents over the country, had the ability to access
the disbursed population in a short time.
• Value Chain Margins. Safaricom’s agents collect a fee on each transaction and additional income when
cross-selling other services. These margins, when aggregated, are quite substantial on a per agent basis,
especially by BOP standards. This incentivized agents to procure more customers for Safaricom and
sign them up for M-Pesa. To enhance this incentive, Safaricom ensures a high customer-to-agent ratio.
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Chapter 3: The African Impact Investor
The African Impact Investor

invest directly in companies or through impact

The practice of investing for impact is not new in

investment funds. These funds differ from each

Africa, with some institutions providing finance to

other based on their structure and objectives: their

enterprises generating social and environmental

targeted impact, investment instruments, and

benefits for decades. For example, the Aga Khan

return expectations. Certain funds, such as Small

Fund for Economic Development has been

Enterprise Assistance Fund and Bamboo Finance,

providing impact capital in the region since 1965,

make small to mid-cap growth equity investments,

as have several other DFIs and foundations.

while other funds focus on specific sectors, such as

However, the increased interest in impact
investments in recent years has inspired many
foundations, institutional investors, and impact
investment funds from around the world to enter
the impact sector in Africa.

LeapFrog Investments’ focus on financial services.
According to a 2013 impact investing survey
conducted by the GIIN, current impact investments
under management in Africa total at least US$8
billion.53 Generally these funds target market

Investors interested in African impact enterprises

returns, although some are structured as non-profit

Measuring Impact
Impact investors have one or more high level impact objectives that they direct their investment choices,
such as “poverty alleviation” or “ increasing access to energy”. However, investors vary in regards to the
methodologies they employ to ensure their portfolio companies are achieving the targeted social or
environmental impact.
In order to standardize the means of quantifying those outcomes more transparency is needed regarding
impact performance. To advance this goal, a number of industry-level initiatives have emerged to create
assessment frameworks and rating services around impact measurement.
Several impact measurement mechanisms are used, especially by European DFIs. However, an
increasing number of private impact funds are using the Global Impact Investing Rating System (GIIRS)
to assess the social and environmental impact of companies and funds. GIIRS adopts a ratings and
analytics approach. It allows impact investors to conduct better due diligence, make better investment
decisions and track and improve impact. GIIRS is based on the industry recognized Impact Reporting
and Investment Standard (IRIS).

DEFINE
Social and
Environmental
Indicators for
the project

QUANTIFY
Assess
measurable
targets for
indicators

Create
Impact
Strategy

EVALUATE
Create
baseline
assessment
on indicators

MONITOR
Bi-annual
reports for
indicators,
adjusting
targets
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organizations and make a mix of grants, subsidized

3.1 Types of Impact Investors

loans and equity investments into sectors with

Today, African impact investors include a mix

development impact.

of for‐profit funds, non‐profit organizations,

Additional

financial

actors,

including

local

financiers, operate in impact related sectors in
Africa, investing in large infrastructure projects, or
in corporations. While some do not always define
themselves strictly as ‘impact investors’ – based on
the definition spectrum described earlier – they
are an important part of the impact investing
sector. When taking this investment capital into
account, the total impact capital in Africa is much
higher.
In the course of the research related to this report,
253 impact investors in Africa were identified,
of which were 167 private equity and impact
funds,18 were DFIs, 44 were foundations or private
family offices, and 23 were institutional investors.
However, as the African impact investing market
is still emerging and is currently quite fragmented,
it is estimated that many more organizations are

©IFAD/Guy Stubbs

active in this field.
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government

initiatives,

commercial

banks,

pension funds, wealth managers for highnet-worth individuals, and foundations. The
available finance from investors who explicitly
want to generate social or environmental
returns, in addition to financial returns, can be
divided into five groups: early-stage impact
funds, Private Equity funds (PE), Development
Finance Institutions (DFIs), private foundations,
and institutional investors (commercial banks,
pension funds, and insurance companies).
Impact investor with respect to the products they
offer, the sectors they focus on, and their return
expectations. The table below provides a general
overview of these differences. As we can see, DFIs
are the still the biggest impact investors in Africa,
through both direct investments and through
investing in dedicated PE or impact funds.

Table 4 Characteristics of Impact Investors in Africa
Organization
Type

Typical Financial
Products

Typical Sector Focus
in Africa

Estimated
investment
in 2013

Dedicated
Early Stage
Impact Funds

Equity, debt, quasiequity, inventory
finance, and grants
for relatively
early stages
of enterprise.
Typical deal size:
US$50,000- US$2
million.

Access to basic
services (food, health,
education, water,
energy) and social/
human development

81
funds
accounting
for
US$600
million54

•
•

Private Equity
(Impact)
Funds

Equity investment
SMEs in growth
stage - deal size:
US$5-80 million

Infrastructure
projects, Agriculture,
Telecom, Retail,
Financial Services,

86 funds,
US$1.
8 billion55

•
•
•
•

Abraaj Africa
Phatisa
Ariya Capital
Harith

Development
Finance
Institutions

Equity, debt,
mezzanine
quasi‐equity, and
guarantees.
Fund investments:
US$50-200
million. Direct
investment:
US$5-50 million.

Infrastructure,
Agriculture, social
– governmental
and environmental
initiatives,

18 DFIs,
estimated
US$7
billion56

•
•
•
•
•
•

IFC
CDC
Sifem
AfDB
FMO
AFD

Foundations

Equity, debt,
grants,
quasi‐equity for
seed stage and
market building.
Typical deal size
(direct investment)
US$50,000- 1
million.

Access to basic
services (food, health,
education,) social/
human development,
and market
creating initiatives
(associations,
accelerators,
competitions,
networks, etc.).

N/A

•

Gatsby Charitable
Foundation
Omidyar Network
Shell Foundation
Africa Enterprise
Challenge Fund
Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation

Direct investment:
providing coinvestments
through debt
(banks) or invest
in funds (pension
and insurance
funds). Deal size:
US$1-200 million57

Projects (agriculture,
energy, water,
transportation,
telecom) and growth
stage of financial
services, retail, real
estate.

Institutional
Investors

Examples

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

N/A

•
•
•
•

Acumen Fund
Tony Elemulu
Foundation
LGT Philanthropy
Root Capital
Gatsby Charitable
Trust

South Africa PIC
TIAA CREF
Equity Bank
JP Morgan
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training, quality inputs and market facilitation.

3.2

Characteristics

of

Impact

Investors in Africa
EARLY-STAGE IMPACT
PIONEER FUNDING

Early stage entrepreneurs require specific types of

FUNDS

/

Early-stage capital helps financing new impact
ventures, to develop their business idea and
reach profitability. Since start-up capital is
given to enterprises that are not yet receiving
revenue or have access to additional capital,
early-stage financing is considered high-risk.
However, availability of early-stage funding is

and demonstrations, research and development,
and start-up funding. As a result, investors offer
flexible financial products, including debt, equity,
mezzanine, or blended financing. Innovation is
required to provide solutions to various enterprise
requirements. For example, Root Capital offers
inventory capital credit to agro‐businesses to allow
them to pay farmers in advance.

crucial in the development of innovation and

Furthermore, the lack of managerial and financial

entrepreneurship – especially in Africa, where

capacity in early-stage enterprises usually requires

entrepreneurs face many challenges in accessing

that the investment package combines both capital

finance.

and business development services.

Impact Funds

These business development services can also

Impact investments through funds are the classic

minimize the investment risk.

vehicle for modern impact investing in Africa. As
such, most of early-stage impact funds began their
operations in the last ten to fifteen years. Investors
in these funds typically include the range of impact
investors, such as DFIs, foundations, wealthy
individuals, and some institutional and commercial
investors.
The individual fund size ranged from US$4 million to
US$150 million, with the average fund size of US$49
million.58 Impact focus of most of the funds researched
was primarily SME development, with a broad sector
focus. One early-stage investor is Novastar Ventures,
focused on developing breakthrough businesses
that can transform consumer markets at the base of
the pyramid in East Africa. Their sector focus includes
access to healthcare, agricultural services, energy,
housing, education and safe water.

However, due to the significant time required
to source deals, conduct due diligence on startup businesses, and supply appropriate business
development services, early stage impact funds
tend to incur relatively high operational costs.

GROWTH STAGE CAPITAL FOR IMPACT
ENTERPRISES
Growth capital finance in Africa is becoming more
available for larger ventures in traditional industries,
which have established operations and proven profits.
These investors include private equity firms, DFIs,
commercial banks, and some institutional investors.
Private Equity (PE) funds

Private equity investments in Africa have been
growing steadily in recent years. With more than

When funds do commit to a specific sector, it is

US$7 billion raised from 2009-2014 – much of

generally agriculture, energy or finance.

which was spurred by the development finance

For example, the One Acre Fund invested in
200,000 small holder farmers through provision of
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funding and support. This includes capital for pilots
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institutions (DFIs) that continue to support both
first-time and established funds. However, there is
still room to grow – this figure represents roughly

ACUMEN FUND
Founded in 2001 with seed capital from the Rockefeller Foundation, the Cisco Systems Foundation
and individual philanthropists. The organization operates from offices in Accra, Karachi, Mumbai,
Nairobi and New York. Acumen raises charitable donations with the aim of investing long-term
debt or equity in companies, entrepreneurs and concepts that promote the alleviation of poverty by
sustainable solutions. Acumen focuses on early-stage debt or equity investments in enterprises
that provide low-income customers with access to healthcare, water, housing, alternative energy
or agricultural inputs.
As an impact-focused investor, Acumen Fund has seen a gradual shift in its deal profile towards
the later stage. When first launched in 2001, Acumen Fund initially made a combination of
grants and investments mostly in the high-risk pre-seed and very early stages: in Africa these
included grants to A to Z Textile Mills and WaterHealth International. In 2004, Acumen Fund to
moved its approach away from grant making and towards providing investment capital, both
debt and equity, to high-potential social ventures in their first round of fundraising, such as D.
Light Capital and Ecotact.
The next step came in 2009 as Acumen Fund began funding some of its deals out of a returncapital fund (known as Acumen Capital Markets I) in addition to philanthropic funds, specifically
targeting second- and third-round investments in early investees as well as other later-stage
opportunities. At this stage Acumen could provide growth capital and support to impact ventures
as they grow. Some prominent portfolio companies include M-Kopa and Gadco international.
Today, commitments generally range from US$300,000 to US$2.5 million per investee with an
expected payback time frame of five to seven years. Despite taking a minority stake in most of its
investments, Acumen’s provides extensive hands-on management support.

Investments in Africa
Acumen started investing in Africa in 2003. Investments focus on ventures which aim to increase
access to healthcare, energy, water and housing, from land-rights documentation to agri-services
for small-holder rice farmers. Since 2003, Acumen invested over US$30 million in 25 companies
from various sectors in Africa impacting over 100 million lives and creating over 44,000 jobs.
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4 percent of the global private equity amounts

Harith General Partners is currently fund-raising

flowing to emerging markets.

for an infrastructure fund targeting US$1.2b,

In 2013, US$3.2 billion were invested in 98 deals,
through 200 separate PE funds across Africa. This
figure represents a 20 percent increase from the
previous year. And with sub-Saharan Africa ranked
as the most-attractive emerging market for global
institutional investors for the first time in 2013, this
figure is expected to increase.59 Since 60 percent of
that PE investment is estimated to target impact

Sithe Global, a company majority-owned by a
fund managed by Blackstone, implements largescale, socially responsible power generation
projects. It recently helped develop the Bujagali
Hydroelectric Project in Uganda, the largest of its
kind in Africa, almost doubling electricity supply
in the country.

related sectors, we estimate that approximately

Nevertheless, only a segment of African private

US$ 1.8 million was invested in impact ventures.

equity capital can be considered as impact

PE investors have also expanded their geographic

investing. Only 60 percent of African PE funds

focus and are now seeking opportunities in

have similar sector focus as impact funds (such as

countries outside South Africa, such as Ghana,

agriculture, climate, health, energy, infrastructure,

Kenya, Nigeria, Côte d’Ivoire and Uganda.

private sector development).61 Furthermore, it is

60

In general, private equity funds are considered
alternative investment vehicles – as they are
not publicly listed and their performance in not
publically available. PE investments in Africa

difficult to estimate how many of these seek to
address Africa’s social and economic challenges,
and where they can be placed on the impact
investing spectrum.62

are traditionally directed to the growth stage of

Foundations and Private Investors

SMEs, with investment ranging from US$5-200

Private foundations or private investors (including

million. PE funds investment preferences are well-

family offices, high-net worth individuals and

suited to Africa where many companies require

angel investors) have played a pivotal role in the

longer-term financing to expand. The average PE

establishment and development of the impact

investment duration is of 5-10 years and a 15-20

investing sector. These institutions typically have

percent expected return on investments. As such,

greater flexibility and less fiduciary responsibility in

private equity investments are considered low-

their investment practice, compared to institutional

risk and moderate return vehicles compared to

and public (DFI) investors.

other investment options, such as venture capital.

Given their structure and philanthropic motivations,

Investors in African PE funds are generally DFIs

these organizations are well placed to innovate,

and commercial investors (such as institutional

and attempt to utilize private sector practices in

investors, and corporations) which have a

the attainment of social targets. The Rockefeller

preference for maintaining above market returns

Foundation and other actors were some of the first

and lower risks. As such, their typical position on

pioneers to galvanize and standardize the sector,

the impact investing spectrum is in management

and develop and show-case best-practices that

of ESG funds, thematic funds, or above market-

could be replicated.

return impact funds.
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which will invest in projects across the continent.

Foundations are still leading the global impact

For example, a number of private equity funds are

investing sector, specifically Rockefeller Foundation,

targeting the infrastructure investment sector.

DOEN Foundation, Calvert Foundation, Skoll
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Tony Elumelu Foundation (TEF) and Mtanga Farms
An African-based, African-funded philanthropic organization. Founded in 2010, its mission is to
support entrepreneurship in Africa by enhancing the competitiveness of the African private sector.
TEF has recently begun placing impact investments, and currently has 3 investments in its portfolio.
Its motivation is to use African capital to create a pipeline of entrepreneurs and support businesses
leaders whose ideas advance social prosperity.
Africapitalism – base of the foundation model of investment
Africapitalism is about creating value within Africa for the long-term. It is about transforming the
continent in a way that is both profitable and sustainable. It is also a call-to-action for Africans to
take primary responsibility for their own development and for non-Africans to evolve their thinking
about how best to channel their efforts and investments in the region.
Africapitalism argues that all economic activity should be value-adding and have a social impact
that creates wealth. Through long-term investment and the creation of social wealth, the private
sector can solve Africa’s development challenges more effectively and with greater sustainability
than either the philanthropic or public sector.
Mtanga Farms Limited (MFL)– Tanzania
TEF made an equity investment in this mixed arable farming business in the Southern Tanzania
Highlands. The aim was to increase the area under cultivation, increase the livestock herd, build
processing facilities for meat and wheat; as well as add a new input variety to the market – seed
potatoes. MFL is positioned to create jobs in a depressed local economy and increase capacity by
supporting and leasing land from local smallholders.
TEF investment will affect up to 125,000 local smallholders by providing them with clean seed
potatoes resulting in 3-5 times the current yields, and stimulate farming a crop that has been
neglected for over 30 years. In addition, MFL will improve local farmers’ access to inputs and
technology; create infrastructure to help bring their products to market; and contribute to the
development of the Southern Tanzanian Highlands – one of the most promising underutilized areas
of agriculture production in East Africa.
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Foundation, Omidyar Network, the Bill and Melinda

up to 20 percent of invested capital and 50 percent

Gates Foundation, and the Gatsby Charitable

of any subsequent losses.

Foundation. Another group of foundations active
in the impact investing sector are the multi‐
national corporation foundations, such as Shell
Foundation and DANONE Communities.

Most foundations invest through impact funds,
but some invest directly in entrepreneurs or
market initiatives or have developed their own
funds.

For example, LGT Venture Philanthropy

Recently, some African foundations and high-net

supports

worth individuals, such as Tony Elumelu, have

effective solution to a social or environmental

become formally engaged in African impact

problem, in their growth and expansion phase. All

investing, providing significant promise for its

organizations have to have a proven model, an

development. It is important to mention that

established track record, and are looking to scale

additional informal philanthropic activity and

their impact.

angel investment is provided by local wealthy
Africans. However, traditionally such operations
are kept private and it is difficult to measure and
include in this stud.

organizationswhich

implement

an

LGT Venture Philanthropy invests between US$
200,000 and US$ 10 million per investment.
The fund provides long term commitment, flexible
financial products, and business development

While foundations and family offices are typically

support

motivated by social mission, their investment

environmental returns. In Africa, LGT Venture

strategies span across the impact spectrum

Philanthropy invested in ground breaking ventures

presented in chapter 1, with some organizations

such Bridge International Academies, One-Acre

willing to accept below‐market returns and others

Fund and M-Kopa.

committed to high financial performance. For
example, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
established the Global Health Investment Fund
(GHIF). GHIF’s main purpose is to improve the
quality of people’s lives in low-income countries
through the eradication of preventable diseases.
The US$ 108 million fund was developed by the
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, in partnership
with Lion’s Head Global Partners and JPMorgan
Chase, to catalyze investment activity that can
deliver new technologies to address urgent global
health by offering debt capital for research and
development.
GHIF established an innovative investment
structure where the Gates Foundation the
Swedish development organization (Sida) have a
high-risk position through a “first-loss” guarantee
mechanism. The rest of the investors in the fund
benefit from this partial guarantee, which covers
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to

optimize

financial,

social,

and

Development Finance Institutions (DFIs)

DFIs are institutions designed to promote public
goods through investment and private sector
development – each one is connected to a
specific country or a region (such as the Norfund,
the Norwegian DFI). Most of the 38 DFIs around
the world are backed by capital endowments
and guarantees from governments to support
global private sector development. As such, DFI
shareholders are a mix of public capital (provided
by the government) and commercial investors,
depending on the unique structure of each
institution.
Not surprisingly, DFIs provide financial products
such as loans, guarantees, and equity to finance
public sector activities (for example investments
made by the African Development Bank (AfDB))
or finance the private sector, with a focus on

initiatives that promote development. For example,

million to projects across a wide range of sectors

most European DFIs target at least 50 percent of

including telecoms, transport, water and power,

their portfolio to finance impact ventures in low-

amongst others.

income countries.

Institutional investors

DFIs have been instrumental in catalyzing the

Institutional

impact investing sector in Africa, not only through

investors which manage large amounts of public

direct investments made into enterprises, but

capital. These include retail banks, insurance

also by investing in private equity, venture capital,

companies and pension funds. Each country has its

and microfinance investment vehicles, providing

own regulatory framework providing boundaries

technical

services

regarding the investment strategy institutional

and providing lines of credit and guarantee

investors can follow. These regulations have a

services for commercial banks to encourage

significant influence on level of participation

local lending and investment. The sheer size of

institutional investors have in the impact investing

the DFIs’ portfolios, accounting for over US$20

sector.

assistance

and

advisory

billion, makes them one of the major players in
the impact investment sector in Africa. And their
portfolios are growing. In 2013 alone, the African
Development Bank (AfDB) invested over US$3
billion, of which over half was to infrastructure,
12 percent to agriculture and 9.5 percent to social
development. On average, DFIs tend to focus
on larger deal sizes and investments in funds,
infrastructure, industry or providing guarantees,
with market returns. But investment strategies

Given

their

investors

fiduciary

are

highly

regulated

responsibility

(legal

responsibility to their shareholders) to their clients,
institutional investors tend to be risk-averse and
tend to avoid small and risky investments. As a
result, international institutional investors, such as
TIAA CREF or Credit Suisse, generally participate
in the impact investing sector through African
intermediary funds - both private equity and
impact funds.

and geographies vary according to the public

African institutional investors, however, are a

mandate they follow and their areas of expertise.

different story. First, as the asset managers of

DFIs are constantly creating new partnerships and
financial structures to support their development
priorities. For example, the Private Infrastructure
Development Group (PIDG), whose founding
members are UK DFID, Switzerland’s SIDA,
Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs (DGIS),
and Swiss State Secretariat for Economic Affairs
(SECO) has recently launched the Emerging Africa
Infrastructure Fund (EAIF). EAIF US$ 587 million
fund, is structured as a Public Private Partnership
to provide long-term debt or mezzanine finance
on commercial terms to finance the construction
and development of private infrastructure in

a significant portion of African capital, their
participation depends on their organizational
structure. Commercial banks, for instance, play
multiple investment roles. They provide debt
financing to impact enterprises, projects and
government initiatives, provide equity directly to
companies, or invest in funds. Furthermore, some
banks, such as Ecobank, have created philanthropic
arms through which they can provide high-impact
finance. Several African banks, such as Equity
Bank in Kenya, have also developed dedicated
branches for microfinance activities – partnering
with various development organizations.

47 countries across sub-Saharan Africa. EAIF is

Insurance companies and pension funds, on

able to provide between US$10 million and 36.5

the other hand, typically invest in funds or in
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Spotlight on European Development Finance Institutions (EDFIs)
EDFI constitute of 15 DFIs from 14 European countries. However, five institutions account for more
than 80 percent of the total portfolio: CDC (United Kingdom), DEG (Germany), FMO (The Netherlands),
Norfund (Norway), and PROPARCO (France).
In 2013, EDFI total portfolio was US$35 billion. New investments were made in 613 projects, for
a total of US$7.2 billion (an average of 11.7 million per investment). This represent a 23 percent
increase in total new investments compared to 2012. Out of the new investments, 30 percent
or US$2.6 billion was directed to investments in Africa, compromising the largest region for EDFI
investment capital.

EDFI Priority Sectors in 2013

Percentage of New Investment

Financial

30 percent

Infrastructure Projects

26 percent

Industry and Manufacturing

23 percent

Agribusiness

7 percent

Services

3 percent

Other (fund investment)

11 percent

While direct investments in infrastructure projects in 2013 was 26 percent (of which more than half
was invested in renewable energy projects) this figure does not include US$1.25 billion invested in
the infrastructure sector through investment funds. When taking these investments into account,
infrastructure projects comprise 42 percent of new investments in 2013.
EDFIs in 2013 offered the following financial products: 50 percent equity and quasi-equity, 48
percent in loans, and 2 percent in guarantees.

Source: European DFIs Annual Report 2013
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EU Africa Infrastructure Trust
Fund (EU-ITF)

large assets. African institutional investors are
expanding as populations and incomes grow.
According to a recent survey of pension funds in 10
countries from South Africa to Rwanda and Nigeria,
it is estimated that pension funds alone have total

The EU-ITF was established by the European

assets of at least US$379 billion.63 However, almost

Development Fund in 2007, to maximize social

80 percent of African pension funds are directed

impact in infrastructure initiatives. The fund

towards government and banks. About US$35

supports projects which improve regional

billion is dedicated to private equity, though just

integration

sustainable

US$5.7 billion is currently invested in the asset

economic growth. An additional criterion

class, leaving about US$29 billion available to

is how this growth will contribute to social

invest in private equity, venture capital, or impact

development and benefit the poorest citizens

funds. However, African institutional investors

of the countries. Sector focus includes regional

are still quite reluctant to invest in African PE and

infrastructure projects (energy, transport, water,

impact funds.64

of

infrastructure

ICT) and sustainable energy initiatives (SE4ALL).
The blended financing mechanism requires at

3.3 Challenges for Growth

(European and African) to invest in the project

Early Stage of African Impact Investing
Market

through a loan or other financing.

Since the impact investing sector in Africa is still

least one of the EU-AITF Eligible Financiers

Use of blended financing of grants and loans
for projects, enables long-term financing for
sustainable projects, is gaining recognition and
is strongly supported by African governments.
For more information:
www.eu-africa-infrastructure-tf.net

only just emerging, the market infrastructure
in many African countries is partial, and key
local public and financial institutions are not yet
engaged. Most importantly, early-stage venture
support (pre-seed and pilot) is still rare.
As a result, impact investors must support
enterprises across the earlier stages of the financing
value chain in order to develop opportunities.
Therefore it is common to see impact investors
providing (or facilitating) various types of capital,
including grants, seed capital and growth capital.
Unfortunately, offering different types of financing
requires

separate support structures, different

available capital, separate reporting requirements
(for both financial and impact performance), and
professional fund management skills – all of which
require extensive resources.
When investors do not support early-stage
ventures, the dearth of incubation and acceleration
programs for early stage development, make
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it more difficult to find ventures which are
“investment-ready”, increasing the costs of due

Still

Not

diligence and screening process in comparison to

Of the US$220 trillion invested in global capital

other funds.

markets in 2013, US$46 trillion are managed by

As a result, some impact fund managers struggle
with higher operational costs and inadequate staff.
These, in turn, can reduce the net profit of a fund
manager, and stack obstacles when fundraising
for new impact capital. In a more mature sector,

institutional investors committed to responsible
environmental,

social

and

governance

principles (ESG). However, only a small fraction
of institutional capital is currently directed to
impact investing vehicles.

actors can specialize on one type of financing

As

activity, creating expertise and more efficient

investors are currently even more reluctant than

operations – which will allow additional capital to

their international counterparts. A key driver

flow into African impact investing.

for the limited interest is regulatory restrictions

Heavily regulated sectors require
cooperation with public sector
institutions to succeed.

mentioned

above,

African

Institutional

and rigid investment policies. These include
requirements to invest in publically listed assets,
preference for large transactions (US$30 million
and above) and a minority position in funds, and

While the business environment in Africa has

avoidance of investment in deals that have high

significantly improved in recent years, there

perceived risks

are areas that still need to be improved. Impact
investors contend with these challenges on two
fronts: informal SMEs and heavily regulated
sectors.

Unfortunately, current typical impact investments
display almost opposite characteristics. Due
to the nascent stage of the impact investing
sector in Africa, most investment deals are quite

Many impact investors in Africa wish to finance

small, fund managers have limited track records

early stage ventures. However, SMEs across the

and are in sectors with perceived high risks. An

Continent have not yet developed a strong culture

impact investment fund manager described

of financial reporting. In a recent comprehensive

an investment meeting with a pension fund

survey of African SMEs, respondents confirmed

in which the investment committee explained

that the majority of SMEs operate in the informal

that they would not take more than a 5 percent

sector – meaning they do not keep accurate

stake in a private equity fund and would not

records of their revenues, financial performance,

commit less than US$ 30 million; thus the impact

or pay taxes. This makes it difficult for investors

investment fund would need to be at least US$

to assess the activities and place capital in smaller

600 million to even pass the pension fund’s initial

companies. Furthermore, many impact investors

screen. In reality, only 2 percent of African impact

target public good sectors, such as education,

investment funds would meet these criteria.66

65

health, or water. These sectors are generally
dominated by government actors, which can
add cumbersome requirements and regulations
to enterprises (or investors) which reduces the
prospect of profitability in these fields.
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Institutional Investors
Seriously Engaged
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However, institutional investors are a critical
element of African financial markets. Once
incentives and correct regulatory structures are
in place, they can play a pivotal role in developing
the impact investing industry in the medium term.

sustained economic growth in decades. The

3.3 Recent Trends are Driving

continent’s economic output has risen almost

New Opportunities

fourfold since 2000 to over US$ 200 billion in 2014.

New interest and new capital are entering the
impact investing sector in Africa, originating from
international institutional investors, local public
institutions, commercial investors, and others.
As African financial services, infrastructure, and
technology markets grow and professionalize
- new opportunities for establishing funding
across the enterprise value chain arise. These
new resources, along with sustained economic

Africa’s average GDP growth rate, led by a fast
growth trajectory of sub Saharan Africa, is forecast
to reach 5.3 percent in 2014, and the IMF predicts
that between 2011 and 2015, 7 out of the 10
fastest-growing economies in the world, in terms
of GDP, will be in Africa.67
African economic growth in 2013 was attributable
to growth in domestic demand stemming from real
income growth.

development, reduce investment risks and

Sustained economic growth is producing an

increase investor chances to reach sustainable,

emerging middle class in Africa, which is now

profitable impact.

estimated at 300 million people. The growing
middle class, along with rapid urbanization,

Sustained African Economic Growth
and Increased Investment Capital

growing labor forces and consumer spending, are

Africa is experiencing the longest period of

infrastructure.

driving demand for development in industry and

Figure 7: Africa’s Economic Output (GDP in US$ billions)
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Capital is also flowing into the African continent

and more.68 New private equity capital is also

at a steady rate. Over the past decade, foreign

investing in SMEs in Africa, as demonstrated

direct investment (FDI) targeting the Continent

when Abraaj Capital, a large PE manager in the

has steadily grown. Increased flows into sub-

emerging markets, acquired Aureos Capital, one

Saharan Africa are targeting new types of projects

of the leading African PE SME investors in 2012.69

and countries unaccustomed to this capital – such

The development of these sectors will especially

as Ghana, Mozambique, Zambia, Tanzania and

facilitate impact investors and enterprises that aim

Uganda. These countries together with South

to increase access to basic services in low-income

Africa, Nigeria and Kenya are the leading recipients

communities, due to increased infrastructure,

of FDI. An additional source of capital has been

increased capital, and professional know-how in

the African Diaspora, with remittances from these

these sectors.

continuously rising and reaching almost US$50
billion in 2012.

on the traditional aid model and have begun

The growth trends in GDP and FDI indicate that

implementing

additional impact investing capital may be available

promote

for Africa in upcoming years. Furthermore, it is

as African economies develop, they are no

reasonable to assume that as additional global

longer eligible for traditional aid. Today, 27 of

capital enters the market - local financial markets

54 African countries are defined by the World

improve and diversify. As a result, African impact

Bank as “middle income” countries – reducing

investments will operate in a more efficient financial

the amount of available capital for development

environment, have more exit opportunities and are

assistance

more likely to grow and become more sustainable

philanthropists)

and profitable. Furthermore, improved levels of

countries. For example, UK DfID (a large

skill and education ensure the increased availability

development organization) has developed an

of talented entrepreneurs and fund managers.

impact investing investment vehicle in Africa and

More important, as new investors enter the sector,

is beginning to support smart interventions that

innovative strategies are adopted to maintain a

can support the market.

competitive edge. As a result, private equity investors
are growing interest in the impact investing space,
and additional PE impact funds are emerging.

Maturing Sector and New Impact
Investing Capital
The reliance of African economies on natural
resources has fallen in recent years, and increasing
levels of public investment and FDI are targeting
sectors closely related to impact investing,
including SME growth capital, healthcare services,
agriculture, manufacturing, financial services, ICT,
water systems, energy generation, transportation
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Development organizations are reducing reliance
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innovative

development

from

impact.

donors
who

methodologies

Furthermore,

(governments

prioritize

to

and

“low-incom”

Leapfrog Investments – Impact Fund Development as the
Market Grows
In 2009, LeapFrog’ closed it first fund of US$135 million to increase access to insurance for lowincome populations. Leapfrog invested US$5-15 million in eight companies in Africa and Asia
offering insurance and other financial products to individuals living on less than US$10 per day.
The fund was backed by traditional impact investors such as Omidyar Network, Soros Economic
Development Fund, Accion and Calvert Foundation as well as JP Morgan, TIAA-CREF and several
development finance agencies.
An example of LeapFrog’s portfolio is US$5.5 million investment in Express Life. Express Life
aims to extend insurance to Ghana’s greatly underserved population, where only two percent of
the country’s 25 million citizens had access to insurance products. LeapFrog’s investment helped
Express Life expand its reach from 7,000 policyholders in 2012 to over 400,000. Express Life has
also expanded the types of policies it offers for less than US$1 a month. LeapFrog also managed to
secure a profitable exit in this deal, in December 2013, when Prudential PLC paid “in the low doubledigit millions” for LeapFrog’s share of Express Life.
Since 2008, the low income insurance market has matured and developed in Africa. It is estimated
that only five percent of Africans have insurance, and as income grows, demand for affordable
insurance is rising, especially among women. Today, the global micro-insurance market is estimated
at US$70 billion.
As a result of efficient management and these market developments, LeapFrog reported consistent
growth across its whole portfolio in 2013, including 40.6 percent revenue growth and a 39 percent
profitability increase.
Such results caused global institutional investors to take note and propelled LeapFrog’s successful
fundraising for its US$400 million LeapFrog Financial Inclusion Fund II, which closed in September
2013. The investor base of the new fund is significantly larger, including global insurance providers
such as American International Group, AXA, Swiss Re, MetLife and Prudential Financial, in addition
to JP Morgan and TIAA-CREF.
The development in LeapFrog’s investments represents the general development path of the
impact investing market - with increased demand driving increased volumes of invested capital
and improved returns, which in turn drives new investors to enter the sector.
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Innovation in Social Finance

will repay investors with 5 percent interest. If the

A Social Impact Bond, also known as a Pay for

interventions are ineffective, investors are repaid 50

Success Bond or a Social Benefit Bond, is a contract

percent of their principal.

with the public sector in which a commitment is
made to pay for improved social outcomes that
result in public sector savings. The first Social
Impact Bond was launched by Social Finance UK in
September 2010.

The bond was developed with the support of
Dalberg (a global development consultant firm) and
corporate sponsorship from Nando’s. In October
2014, the World Bank sold US $105 million “inclusive
business” bonds, the first-ever debt offering that

Since 2010, SIBs have been developed around the

target businesses which include the world’s poorest

world. In developing countries, a Development

people in their supply chains. The Inclusive Business

Impact Bond (DIB) has been developed as a

bonds will finance firms that work with or sell to the

variation of the SIB model that would provide

4.5 billion people in the world that make less than $8

new sources of financing to achieve improved

a day. In addition, the World Bank, has already sold

social outcomes in developing country contexts.

several billion dollars in “green bonds” over the past

In Africa, recent initiatives are promoting SIBs and

six years, with proceeds going to help countries and

DIBs.

firms cut greenhouse gas emissions and adapt to

In Mozambique, the Ministry of Health recently

climate change.

developed the Mozambique Malaria Performance
Finally, the Bertha Centre for Social Innovation and

which aims to address the funding gap for malaria

Entrepreneurship at the University of Cape Town,

interventions. The bond will raise money from

which was established in 2011 as the first academic

impact investors looking for a financial and social

centre in Africa dedicated to research and support

return. If the malaria interventions are effective in

of social innovations, is now promoting SIBs in

reducing rates by 30 percent or more and the bond

South Africa

©IFAD/Nana Kofi Acquah

Bond (MMPB), a development impact bond (DIB)
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Chapter 4: Key Issues in the African Impact Investing Sector
The development of the impact investment sector

components:

in Africa has been impressive, and the many

•

Investment capital across the value chain

case studies above demonstrate the existence

•

Implementation

of successful business models and investment

support

–

business

development support and technical assistance

models which generate financial and social

•

Incentives to catalyze additional investors

returns. However, the market potential for impact

•

Information sharing and collaboration

investing in Africa is significantly larger, with
many additional resources for capital. The African
impact investing sector can witness considerable
growth if it successfully unlocks this capital and

4.1 A Supportive Ecosystem:
Investment. Limited Funding for
Eearly-stages of Impact Ventures:

operates through a cohesive and transparent
ecosystem.

IMPACT VENTURES IN AFRICA

Increased economic growth has spurred hundreds
This section suggests a framework for a supportive

of thousands of new businesses, new entrepreneurs,

ecosystem, to address some of the main issues

and new business lines for existing companies

impeding the growth of impact investing, and

across the Continent. A specific subset of these new

the adoption of impact investing models as key

enterprises is those that contribute to social and

strategies for addressing social and environmental

environmental development as detailed above.

challenges across Africa.

These are potential avenues for investments from
impact investors. Below we will review the capital

The ecosystem should contain the following

needs in the key impact sectors.

Figure 8: Funding Across the Value Chain of Venture Development
Venture
Stage

Entrepreneur
with an idea

Initial team
with core
competences

Type of
Funding

PRE SEED

PILOT / SEED
FEASIBILITY

Registered
Company with
Business Plan

Established
companyPost Revenue

Professional
management
team gov Post Profit

START-UP/
EARLY STAGE

EARLY
GROWTH

SUSTAINED
GROWTH / PE

Source: Author’s illustration.
Figure 8 represents the development of an enterprise from an idea, and the funding requirements of each stage. Due to a
perceived high market risk, impact investors prefer to start investing only in the growth stage (early or sustained). However,
as we can see, there are 3 earlier funding stages that are required before an enterprise can take in growth capital. While these
stages require relatively small financing (between US$10,000 - 100,000) it is generally associated with the highest risk, and in
many cases supplied through grants.
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Both impact investors and entrepreneurs require

and high risk profile of new companies, most local

available early-stage capital to ensure social and

financial institutions do not offer them funding,

financial impact. Facilities that offer this funding

and prefer financing well-established firms. The

help the venture validate its business model and

few willing to provide early-stage capital (such as

develop management capacity – preparing it for

banks) perceive such investments as high-risk and

investment. As a result of insufficient early-stage

offer loans at very high costs. Furthermore they

funding, impact investors in Africa feels report

often lack adequate knowledge and systems to

“limited high-quality deal flow” is their most

assess and monitor SME projects and compensate

significant challenge.

for this by relying on excessive collateral and short

71

term loans. Almost 60 percent of loans available
are for less than one year, and many require

THE NEED FOR FUNDING

The African impact venture could be a social
enterprise, a for-profit entity, or non-profit entity in
various stages of development – from early stage
entrepreneurs to established organizations. The
capital needs of impact ventures vary significantly
depending on their business model, size and
maturity stage, human resource capacity, and

amount. The cost is so high that it impedes the
entrepreneur’s profitability and motivation to
set-up and manage a new business. More than 80
percent of entrepreneurs surveyed cite the cost of
funding as a primary reason they are reluctant to
access funding options.48

other factors. While larger companies may require

It is difficult to estimate what portion of these

financing of US$10 million or more, small to

enterprises is dedicated to addressing social or

medium-size enterprises (SMEs) tend to require

environmental challenges. However, SMEs are

between US$25,000 and US$2 million.

considered an important driver of economic growth

To date, most impact ventures in Africa are still
emerging and fall under the SME category.
Unfortunately,
a

African

challenging

SMEs

financing

contend

with

environment

and

currently rely on their own retained earnings,
credit cards, and investments from family and

and prosperity in their own right, and a fundamental
component of African development. As a result,
many impact investors in Africa focus simply
on providing SMEs with adequate finance and
support - regardless of the venture’s commitment
to additional social impact.

friends as a main source of capital. In 2011, the

It is also important to note that different types of

International Finance Corporation (IFC) estimated

capital are required in different stages of enterprise

that up to 84 percent of small and medium-sized

development. In the very early stages of an

enterprises (SMEs) in Africa are either un-served

enterprise, patient and “soft” capital (such as grants)

or underserved, representing a gap in credit

is usually more adequate, while debt and equity

financing of US$140 billion.46 This substantial

finance is required as the venture grows.

financing gap was validated in a large survey
conducted by Monitor Group in 2012, where 71
percent of entrepreneurs stated they believed
there is “an insufficient supply of equity capital to
start new firms”.47
Given the limited or non-existent financial records
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collateral for up to 150 percent of the borrowed
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Specifically, raising seed and early-stage finance
is a significant challenge for entrepreneurs in
Africa. The challenge is even greater for an impact
entrepreneur, as most commercial investors
consider impact ventures to have additional risks
and less probability of financial return. As a result,

securing finance can take longer than in other

financial management, logistics management,

regions.

legal advice, and assistance in finding and retaining

4.2
A
Supportive
Ecosystem:
Implementation Support. Availability
of Business Development Support for
Impact Ventures:

employees. In many countries these services are
provided through public or non-profit entities.

NON-FINANCIAL NEEDS: THE NEED FOR SME
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT

For impact investing to be successful, entrepreneurs

As mentioned above, the needs of African SMEs

need to be supported, educated and enabled to

go beyond accessing finance, as many early-stage

transform their venture into a successful corporate

enterprises also need non-financial services to

business structure appropriate for investment. This

develop their ideas and create well managed,

support includes business development advice,

financially sustainable operations. Challenges in

UNDP Initiatives on Inclusive Business
The Growing Inclusive Markets (GIM) is a UNDP-led global multi-stakeholder research and advocacy
initiative that seeks to understand, enable and inspire the development of more inclusive business
models around the globe that will help to create new opportunities and better lives for many of the
world’s poor. Since 2006, the GIM worked to create insight and awareness about the inclusive business
approach.
The GIM approach seeks to demonstrate how business can significantly contribute to human
development by including the poor in the value chain as consumers, producers, business owners or
employees (‘inclusive business models’). GIM highlights portraits of successful simultaneous pursuits
of revenues and social impact by private actors, from social entrepreneurs to local small and mediumsized enterprises, large domestic companies and multinational corporations, but also state-owned
companies and civil society organizations.
AFIM is a regional private sector and inclusive market development project for the UNDP Regional Bureau
for Africa (RBA). Its objective is to accelerate progress towards achievement of the MDGs by supporting
the development of inclusive, pro-poor markets across Africa. AFIM works to build capacities within
regional economic communities (RECs), governments, UNDP country offices and other stakeholders so
as to support inclusive market and inclusive business development in the region. The initiative facilitates
knowledge sharing, access to finance and the dissemination of best practices in seeking private-sectorled, market-driven solutions to problems of poverty reduction, environmental sustainability, postconflict recovery and gender equality.
In 2013 AFIM produced and launched the regional African flagship report “Realizing Africa’s Wealth –
Building Inclusive Businesses for Shared Prosperity”, which contains 42 successful African case studies
and introduced the inclusive business ecosystem diamond framework for the replication of inclusive
business across Africa. The present report builds on the previous UNDP inclusive business research and
addressed the critical issue of the need for impact investment including innovative financial vehicles.
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managerial and financial capacity in SMEs in Africa
suggest that an investment package combining
both capital and business development services is
needed. In fact, as more investors begin providing
capital for SMEs, some claim that the critical need
for African early-stage entrepreneurs today is not
only capital.

The African Private Equity
and Venture Capital
Association (AVCA)
AVCA is the pan-African industry body which
promotes and enables private investment in

A few components are required in the early stage of

Africa.

an enterprise, to ensure stable development. These
AVCA plays a significant role as a champion

typically include:
a. Business development services to develop
the business model, as well as operational,
legal and financial management systems and
capabilities;
b. Identifying and retaining talented employees
(both the management team and labor force

and effective change agent for the industry.
Activities include creating awareness on
the issues through research, promoting
policy solutions and industry best practices,
providing

training

programs,

members

and

stakeholders

connecting
through

exceptional networking opportunities.

for the venture);
c. Access

to

market

information

(prices,

products, trends) and access to market due
to limited infrastructure development (such
as transportation and communication) create
additional distribution costs and challenges.
This is especially difficult for early-stage or
smaller businesses with restricted cash flow;
d. When attaining capital from impact investors,
entrepreneurs

may

face

the

additional

challenge of maximizing their potential impact

AVCA represents an industry comprised of
over 200 firms managing more than $25
billion across 54 countries. International
members

hail

from

over
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countries

representing $8 billion in assets under
management. AVCA members span private
equity and venture capital firms, institutional
investors, foundations and endowments,
pension funds, international development
finance institutions, professional service
firms, academia, and other associations.

and following impact reporting methodologies.
AVCA

4.3 A Supportive Ecosystem: Incentives.
Regulatory Environment to Stimulate
New Investors:

began

supporting

and

advocating for policy to that will promote
the growth of the impact investing sector in
Africa. In a report published in April 2014, AVCA
outlined 10 specific policy recommendations

Incentives, government platforms, and proper

that African public institutions can adopt.

regulatory

Some of these are incorporated in this report.

framework

can

encourage

local

investors to enter the impact sector. These include
local institutional investors, local individuals and
local policy makers. For example, some countries
in Africa place significant restrictions on the
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recently
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investment policies of local institutional investors –
including restrictions on investing in private equity
funds, or outside the country. These restrictions
limit the growth of the impact investing industry,
which is currently dominated by private equity and
impact funds, many of which operate in multiple
countries across the continent. By removing these
restrictions and creating tax incentives for investing
for impact – governments can create a conducive
regulatory environment for impact investing.
Another regulatory challenge relates to the ease
of opening and managing an impact venture. A
sophisticated ecosystem will include a particular
legal entity for impact ventures, corresponding
with their specific needs and characteristics.

African entrepreneurs.
In addition, due to the emerging nature of impact
investing, a lot of confusion remains regarding the
sector return preference and business practices.
Many Africans financial professionals are not
aware of the profit seeking element in impact
investing and still consider all impact investors
to be only charitable organizations. In fact, some
entrepreneurs refuse to accept impact investments,
in order to avoid the perception that they are a nonprofit entity.72
In important element of collaboration is the
establishment of industry networks and associations,
such as the African Venture Capital Association
(AVCA), the VC4Africa platform, or the Kusuntu
membership group. These networks and platforms

4.4 A Supportive Ecosystem: Information.
Enabling Environment for Collaboration:
Collaboration can facilitate access to information
regarding impact investing best practices, can

play a pivotal role in facilitating transactions and
assisting the entrance of new actors into the sector,
while allowing existing participants to become
more efficient.

increase awareness on the sector to the general

Furthermore, collaborative efforts can include the

public and create important networks that will

creating of innovative multi-stakeholder structures

stimulate partnerships. For example, information

that facilitate effective partnerships between

platforms can assist in the development of

investors, non-profit actors, accelerators, and

consistent and transparent reporting standards

policy actors, such as the Access to Renewable

on impact and financial performance, suitable for

Energy (AtRE) Project in Nigeria described below.

Multi-stakeholder Collaborations: the Access to Renewable
Energy (AtRE) Project
Access to Renewable Energy Project is an collaborative intervention program led by the Nigerian Bank
of Industry and the United Nations Development Programme (BOI/UNDP) working together with
State governments in Nigeria. AtRE aims objectives are to catalyzing, promoting and supporting the
expansion of renewable energy services for micro, small and medium-size enterprises (MSMEs) to
support private sector-led economic development in Nigeria.
The Bank of Industry Nigeria’s oldest and largest and most successful development financing institution.
BOI provides financial services capital to Nigerian SMEs with a specific focus on agribusinesses,
renewable energy, and industry development.
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AtRE adopted a multi-stakeholder approach, aligning a wide variety of stakeholders. The public sector
developed the necessary regulation, policies and incentives to support scaling up investments in the
renewable energy sector.
The private sector, on the other hand, is mobilized to drive the development of renewable energy
projects as profitable, sustainable and replicable businesses, with the ultimate goal of attracting
investors, financial institutions and multilateral agencies.
AtRE has identified the following targeted interventions:
1.

Competition: UNDP in collaboration with Bank of Industry 10 regional Nigerian governments
and FCT Abuja launched a competition, the Energy Access Challenge Facility for Enterprises, to
extend partnership in the energy sector to scale-up energy access. The project aims to facilitate
investment in off -grid energy options and linkages for enterprise development. 163 companies
applied and 11 winners emerged.

2.

Establishing and facilitating the Renewable Energy Investment Forum with 150 representatives
of financial institutions, private investors, venture capital and private equity firms

3.

Collaborating with USAID to provide up to 80 percent credit guarantees to banks for funding
renewable energy projects in Nigeria.

4.

Facilitating the incubation of Nigerian Alliance for Clean Cookstoves.

5.

Creating capacity building workshops for financial institutions. So far, training 25 commercial
financial institutions on renewable energy project finance training, facilitated by Euromoney
Financials.

6.

Capacity building workshops for micro-finance institutions. Training 180 participants in three
locations from micro-finance banks, cooperatives and other businesses involved in micro- credit
on renewable energy financing.

7.

Partnering with UNIDO to train project developers on use of RETScreen software to analyze
energy consumption.

8.

Supporting renewable energy policy development in 12 states across Nigeria.

9.

Adopt-a-Village renewable energy initiative for Nigerian individuals or local corporations to
sponsor a small renewable energy project in a village.

“The SME Fund has reached over the seven thousand customers mark for cooking gel distribution
made from biomass (sawdust, a renewable energy source). This is against the five hundred
customers at the time they were selected and supported by the AtRE Project. A production plant
for the gel has subsequently been established in Abuja, Nigeria...” Femi Oye, MD/ CEO, SME funds.
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Chapter 5: Framework for Growing the Impact Investing
Sector in Africa
While the impact investing sector is moving forward

•

Create

dedicated

impact

investment

in exciting leaps in Africa and around the world,

platforms for African business leadership

there is a long way to go for this sector to reach

Investment platforms for local business leaders,

its potential. Building on the key issues outlined

high net-worth individuals (HNWI) or Diaspora

in the previous section, external interventions are

nationals interested in providing impact

required to catalyze new capital, support existing

capital to promote the development of their

actors and create an ecosystem which can create

home countries, with connections at relevant

partnerships among the various initiatives. To grow

embassies could be created. Mechanisms can

the market, transparency and true collaboration led

also include social impact bonds (SIBs) or the

by local African policy makers are necessary.

creating of local angel networks.
•

5.1 African policy makers

Manage multi-stakeholder engagement
Many Africa impact investing professionals

African governments and regional institutions are

mentioned the challenges resulting from

already playing a larger role in supporting business

fragmentation. Public actors can either initiate

entrepreneurship and technological innovation. There

or

is more to do, such as continuing to adjust regulation,

and networks to learn up-to-date concerns

providing tax incentives, using grants of various kinds,

of stakeholders, create roundtables, and

and establishing effective venture capital sectors and

disseminate important information regarding

market exchanges. Policy makers now need to play

the practice of impact investing through

a similar role in supporting impact investment, to

government websites and agencies. Regional

empower ambitious impact-driven organizations and

public sector actors, in particular, can utilize

help entrepreneurs achieve real impact.

such initiatives to replicate successful impact

leverage

existing

information

portals

ventures in new regions and countries.

5.1.1 Short-term solutions
The following interventions can be developed and
implemented in a relatively short period of time.
1. Collaboration

and

ecosystem

An example of such a framework includes
the Presidential Investment Council (CPI) in
Senegal which is responsible for identifying

building

and addressing the constraints faced by local

through consultation networks, information

businesses, with the goal of increasing private-

and investment platforms

sector investment, contributing to sustainable

		
“The time has come to address more squarely the key question of
how to finance Africa’s transformation. African Governments can facilitate a
thriving enabling environment for impact investing on the national, regional and
continental level. Key sectors, such sustainable agriculture and food security
require patient and responsible capital.”
Dr. Carlos Lopez, Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa
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economic growth and poverty reduction.
The CPI engages international and domestic
investors, policy-makers and entrepreneurs to

African Grantmakers
Network (AGN)

formulate and implement policy reforms. For
example, the CPI succeeded in lobbying for

AGN is Continent-wide network of African

certain “pro-business” changes in Senegal’s tax

grant-making organizations that facilitates

code, which included lowering the corporate

networking

tax rate from 33 percent to 25 percent. Recently,

among established and emerging African

the group developed recommendations to

philanthropic institutions. Programs include:

create a national impact investment fund,
which is currently being developed.73

•

and

experience-sharing

Engaging African Leaders: work with African
Philanthropic organizations to identify
and profile African philanthropy icons and

•

Support or develop networking platforms

explore the role of African corporation in

for impact enterprises

philanthropy. This includes conducting

Working

together

with

research on cutting edge philanthropic

established

issues in Africa.

corporations, universities, and business school
networks, to provide impact entrepreneurs
with the ability to interact with each other and

•

Policy Advocacy/Enabling Environment:
support member-driven advocacy, for

develop new partnerships and innovation. An

purposes of documenting policy discussions

example of existing collaboration initiatives

on African Philanthropy. This includes

that can be leveraged to support the

convening of platforms and roundtables

development of the impact investing sector are

for identifying key regional issues (such as

the Southern Africa Trust, the Aspen Network

absence of legal and fiscal philanthropic

for Development Entrepreneurs (ANDE), or the

policy frameworks for organized giving, and

African Grantmakers Network (AGN).

the absence of accountability frameworks
and principles for philanthropy), building
partnerships with global organizations,

2. Capacity Development
•

and building partnerships with African

Government funded programs to help

Union units to institutionalize African

investees become more investment-ready

philanthropy.

Public funding can co-finance incubators and
accelerators which provide early-stage impact
entrepreneurs with the resources required to
develop their products and business models.
Services provided range from physical office

•

Membership Services: knowledge platforms
and tools for AGN members and the public
(such as grant management systems, and
monitoring and evaluation systems).

space, to technical, legal, financial, and HR advice.
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In addition, public funding can support effective

Technical Education and Vocational Training

methodologies for stimulating enterprises and

(FONDEF) promotes and partially finances

private capital such as: business accelerators,

company investments in training. In turn, Angel

business plan competitions. In Senegal, for

investors can support these businesses through

example, the Fund for the Development of

the early stages of growth.
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risk-return profile. Such funding can catalyze

Medium and Long-term solutions

the participation of investors that otherwise

The following interventions could be of great

would not have invested in impact ventures.

consequence, yet require a longer time to develop

For example, the Business Partner limited

and implement:
1. Catalyze

fund was created in 1981 as a joint initiative
activity

through

targeted

between the South African private sector and

innovative government funding

the government. The fund, which in 2013 was

Impact investing is still a marginal investing

estimated at US$333 million, provides debt

focus in the African financial sector. As

equity and quasi-equity to SMEs, notably

mentioned earlier, one reason for limited

undeserved ones such as those in rural areas or

growth is the perceived high risks associated

those led by women.74

with impact investing – mostly from financial

Another example of public supporting direct

professionals who simply are unfamiliar with

early stage investment is the Ghana Venture

the true risk profile these opportunities.

Capital Trust Fund (GVTF), set up in 2004 with
the objective of “providing financial resources

Finance professionals typically depend on

for the development and promotion of venture

independent

assess

capital financing for SMEs”. As of 2013, US$17

investment risk. But most impact investments

million has been invested in nearly 50 SMEs

are unlisted, unrated organizations and so fall

across key sectors such as education, healthcare

outside an analyst’s routine frame of reference.

and agriculture, creating 1,000 direct jobs and

As a result, investors are still primarily concerned

nearly three times as many indirect ones. GVTF

about high risk to capital, even when there

also provides technical assistance to SMEs,

is evidence demonstrating the viability of

helping them become more investment ready

investing for impact without compromising

for commercial capital. 75

ratings

agencies

to

financial returns.
Public funding can decrease these perceived

•

Provide (convertible) grant financing to

risks by creating specific and catalytic funding

early-stage impact enterprises

programs.

Government could set up a pool of capital and
provide convertible grant funding for market

•

Reduce investment risk
There are various public sector initiatives that
can incentivize private investors with low
appetites for risk to participate, including
provision of seed capital to impact funds,
provision of guarantees to underwrite financial
performance, or taking a “first-loss” position in
an existing intermediary.

builders, and early-stage enterprises. If the
enterprise succeeds and grows, the grant can
be converted into a loan, or equity share –
creating a sustainable financing mechanism.
Providing small amounts of funding for preseed, pilot stage, or research and development
can significantly improve the viability of the
business model. Early-stage risk capital can
help entrepreneurs develop and scale their

Public agencies can co-invest in funds, or take

business models, increasing their potential

a “first-loss” position (subordinate position

to attract larger investments. In these

in a layered structure fund) and improve the

instances, the enterprises are pioneering
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The iHub in Nairobi
Founded in 2010, the iHub is Nairobi’s first Innovation Hub for the technology community is an open
space for the technologists, investors, tech companies and hackers in the area. This space is a tech
community facility with a focus on young entrepreneurs, web and mobile phone programmers,
designers and researchers. It serves as an open community workspace (co-working), a platform for
investors, and at times an incubator. The iHub also has a number of initiatives designed to build an
ecosystem around the Kenyan technological entrepreneur. The iHub aims to catalyze technological
innovations within the iHub community by providing members with the infrastructure and skill
sets to develop their innovations and businesses to the next level. Additional services include:
•

Substantial technological infrastructure (network and server technology) to provide the tech
community with a “sandbox” to host and test their applications;

•

Testing lab to provide training on design thinking and carry out UX research in the tech world;

•

An experimental super-computer cluster environment (“rackspace”) to host data intensive
applications which require high performance computing.
Since inception in 2008, the iHub has gathered over 15,000 members, incubated more than 150
companies, and received backing from multinationals such as Intel, Google and Samsung. It is
an inspiring and educational case of how independent actors can grow the sector and enable
successful entrepreneurship. The iHub has more than 6,000 virtual members who interact via the
web platform, 240 green members who physically access the space, 9 red members who pay for a
semi-permanent desk space for a period of 6 to 12 months.
Kenya is positioning itself as Africa’s ICT Hub with both Government and private sector investing
in ICT-related infrastructure. Kenya has set up a robust telecommunications infrastructure and
high capacity International gateways. A show of confidence in Kenya›s potential can be seen by
permanent presence of Google, Microsoft, IBM, Qualcomm, and other international Technology
firms, including the establishment of research centers.
The country has also made remarkable progress putting in place an ICT policy framework and
implementation strategy, complete with measurable outcomes and time frames. In conjunction
with this rapid growing number of mobile and Internet users, and supporting government policy
and infrastructure, the number of computer IT students graduating each year continues to grow.
Funding and Business Model
To ensure future sustainable success, iHub secured grant funding and support as initial seed
capital. iHub, a non-profit, receives considerable financial and non-financial support from different
organizations to strengthen the Hub’s future. Funders include global impact investors such as
Omidyar Network, Hivos, and Google.
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new commercial approaches to social or
environmental challenges, and thus they
often struggle to gain commercial capital.76
This is especially effective when catalyzing
investment in new markets and priority sectors.
For example: the Indian Ministry of New and
Renewable Energy gave a small subsidy to
companies providing power to off-grid villages.
This significantly reduced the costs of earlystage impact entrepreneurs, such as Husk
Power, to build renewable energy generation
plants and reach profitability within a timehorizon acceptable to commercial investors.

African capital into the sector.
•

Incentivizing institutional investors to invest
in impact investing

African institutional investors can often be limited
by law in the types of assets they can invest in,
limiting their ability to engage in impact investing.
In Nigeria, for example, pension funds are not
allowed to invest in private equity. Removing such
requirements, as was done in Ghana, may enable
increased finance for impact investment. This
reform enabled the national social security fund to
diversify its portfolio, investing 3 percent in private
equity.
Freeing investment is only the first step,

•

Develop Public Private Partnerships model

however.

for impact projects

important role to play in ensuring that finance

New models of public-private partnerships

goes to the right sectors or investment

will be helpful ensure maximum social and

opportunities. While incentives will of course

environmental impact through infrastructure

be an important element of the solution, so

development. Models can include side by side

can mandatory requirements for institutional

structures, where funding is made available

investors to consider social and environmental

for local inclusive enterprises to ensure the

impact when making investment decisions.

local community capitalizes when important

Such a requirement was implemented in

infrastructure is put into place. For example, the

South Africa under the now famous Regulation

Rwandan seed sector was recently developed

28 to the Pension Fund Act, which required

by the Rwandan Government with a platform

public pension funds to take into account

for participation with the private sector in the

environmental, social, and governance criteria

local seed sector, the partnership included

when making investments. While the full

developing private PPPs for irrigation and

impact of the regulation is yet to be assessed, it

profit sharing.

applies to nearly US$200 billion and can have

Governments

also

have

an

significant results.77

2. Incentives and regulatory environment
Some regulations unwittingly restrict capital
from flowing into impact investments. Specific

•

Reduce

bureaucracy
to

for

revisions to these regulations can open up new

companies

sources of capital. For instance, many pension

government funding

funds in Africa are limited in their ability to

Improving

invest in unlisted assets, such as private equity

by reducing red-tape requirements and

or venture capital funds – which are the

processing time can increase profitability

investment vehicle of choice for a significant

and motivation for both entrepreneurs and

portion of impact investments. The following

investors. Furthermore, as regulations become

incentive structures may unlock additional

easier to follow, more firms will be able to

the

register

early-stage

business

and

access

environment
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formalize their business operations, thus

government regulations do not interfere with

increasing tax revenues. Another possibility

the successful start of new and growing firms –

is to establish one-stop-shop for regulatory

in comparison to the average sub-Sahara Africa

compliance agencies for SMEs, creating

rate of 36 percent.78

dedicated access for women or other targeted
population if needed.

•

Tax incentives for local financial institutions
and angel investors to participate in the

For example, Ethiopia has implemented a

sector

number of regulatory and administrative

For example, in Singapore, investors in start-ups

reforms over the last decade, making it easier

receive tax deductions if the company fails or if

for Ethiopian entrepreneurs to start and

its shares are sold at a loss. Another incentives

operate a business significantly improving the

program can be directed to corporations to

entrepreneurship environment. These include

set-up employee-created businesses and/or

reforming the registry and streamlining

division spin-outs.

procedures to register a new business,
improving access to credit information by

For example, the Enterprise Development

establishing an online platform, addressing

Programme in South Africa awards companies

internal inefficiencies to make trading across

that spend 3 percent of profits for enterprise

borders easier, and many others. As a result,

development (e.g. training, support, equity

52 percent of entrepreneurs participating

and debt finance) with more than ZAR 5 million

in a wide survey in 2013 stated they felt

in turnover as well as 15 points in the Black

©IFAD/David Rose
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Lighting Africa / Lighting Global
This is a World Bank / IFC initiative set up in 2005, to promote off-grid solar lighting solutions by
providing coordination and standardization of the market.
The initiative began in Africa, and due to its success – changed its name to Lighting Global and
expanded to the rest of the world.
Lighting Africa (LA) has been identified as one of the most effective public sector interventions, in
terms of facilitating impact investing, in this case in the energy sector.

Activities include:
•

Research: LA conducts market research to analyze distribution networks and market trends,
increasing access to market information

•

Funding: manages a trade finance facility and to increase manufacturing and an inventory
(working capital) funding facility to allow importers and distributors have a steady, sustainable
supply of products.

•

Quality Standardization: Developed a producer quality seal representing independent
verification of a product’s quality and performance. Provide support to member companies
for a fee. Members receive advice on product design, access to periodic product fieldtesting, technical capacity-building, opportunities for business-to-business (B2B) links and
matchmaking services with local distributors.

•

Marketing / Awareness building: Provided training for MFIs on opportunities for consumer
lending to facilitate MFI lending to lighting products. Developed and funded consumer education
campaigns in Kenya and Ghana. A total of 1,000 village forums have taken place to date.

•

Policy: Identify policy and regulatory barriers to off-grid lighting solutions in eight countries,
and offered compensatory policy recommendations. As a result two countries have updated
their policies on modern off-grid lighting. Working directly with African governments in four
countries to integrate off-grid lighting into rural energy and electrification programs.

•

Facilitating the Sector: Worked with UN CDM executive board to bring their methodology for
crediting emissions reductions related to clean off-grid lighting into close alignment with LA’s
quality assurance framework.
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Economic Empowerment scorecard, giving

It is important to distinguish regulatory

them increased access to government business

requirement

opportunities.

large scale public corporations. Furthermore,

between

these

actors

and

policy makers can identify social policy areas
where impact investment can have greatest
•

Provide tax relief for risky or early-stage

leverage in each country, and set out policies

investments in which impact is generated

to equip social innovators to access the impact

with below-market returns

investment market through supportive legal

These investments may be unattractive to

and regulatory frameworks.

traditional investors unless there is a tax
incentive or regulatory provision that improves
the profitability of the deal. For example, in
June 2013 the British government announced
tax relief to encourage private investment in
social enterprise. It is important to note that a

5.2

Cross-Sector

Engagement:

What Can Other Actors Do?

key implementation challenge relates to the

Cooperation requires each of the different

classification of social or environmental “impact”.

stakeholder

roles

to

be

delineated

and

communicated clearly to other actors participating
in the industry, thus allowing each actor to
•

Develop legal entities, standardization,

specialize and develop expertise in specific

and regulatory guidelines for financial and

functions, while strategic partnership will allow

impact operations and reporting

different organizations to leverage each other’s

Since both the methodology of impact

expertise.

investing and the markets are relatively
new, innovation is required in developing
adequate standardization for reporting or for
quality control, as with established in the IFC
Lighting Africa initiative in 2005. This can be
implemented through working with the Pan
African Accountants of Accountants. Another

Below are a few operational recommendations for
non-policy actors addressing the challenges stated
in previous chapters and realizing the potential of
impact investing in Africa.

Investors

key regulatory activity can be the creation of

•

legal entities adapted to the impact enterprise

Investors can partner with organizations operating

model, such as the development of the Non-

across the value chain to ensure the enterprise

Bank Financial Institution entity in many African

has access to adequate services, various types

countries facilitated the development of

of capital, and partnerships (including actors

microfinance institutions.

that help develop creative business models and
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Collaboration

consumer finance mechanisms). This could be
•

Differentiate

Regulation

for

Impact

Enterprises
Impact enterprises often work in highly
regulated sectors (such as public services).
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done by creating partnerships with accelerators,
competitions, academia, or public sector facilities
operating in the sector. It is also important that
impact investors work with African based and well
trained fund management staff, which may imply

The African Enterprise Challenge Fund (AECF)
AECF is a US$207 million challenge fund capitalized by international donors to stimulate private
sector entrepreneurs in Africa. Challenge Funds are a mechanism for allocating and disbursing
funds in an accountable and transparent model. Rules are set and public, including eligibility,
the bidding process and the way that bids will be evaluated. Furthermore, independent bodies
administer the screening process and decide on who gets an award.
AECF purpose is to improve incomes of smallholder farmers and the rural poor through innovation
and through finding profitable ways of improving access to markets . AECF manages business
model competitions for private sector actors, each with different selection criteria – and the best
bids are awarded grants and interest free loans to support their business ideas.They are a key
enabling environment actor in the impact investment market in Africa
Since the launch of AECF in June 2008, 16 competitions have been held, 179 projects selected
for funding in 23 countries. Projects cover five thematic areas: agribusiness (almost 70 percent),
financial services, renewable energy, and adaptation to climate change and information services
for these sectors. The AECF portfolio is spread across 23 countries. Approximately 60 percent of
the companies are small companies, about a third are medium sized and 28 are large companies
(mostly multinationals).
Investment model
AECF competitions invite private sector companies who comply to the eligibility and sector criteria,
to compete for AECF funds by submitting innovative business ideas. The best ideas are awarded
up to US$1.5m in grants and interest free loans.
Key Success Drivers for AECF
The Competition is based in and run from Africa and has the ability to support cross-border,
regional and pan-continental projects, as well as national ones.
Focus on funding practical impact projects that are both commercially viable and have a broad
developmental impact on the rural poor. While each competition is different, all competitions
target impact entrepreneurs, seeking business ideas from commercially viable companies which
are also innovative and have the potential for large development impact.
Structured and governed along private sector principles, such as measurement of business
performance through turnover and profitability.
Leverages private sector and donor money to help fund successful projects and enterprises: AECF
requires businesses to share the risk of establishing new projects. To date, AECF has committed
US$127.7 million to businesses and has leveraged US$393.8 million (leverage ratio 3.1) in various
forms of matching from the private sector (cash, in-kind, loans and contributions from other
funders).
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provision of skills and professional development if

new “last-mile” marketing and distribution

needed.

strategies, building technical skills for financial

•

and operational management. They can

Promoting clarity and transparency.

also innovate by developing and adopting

Investors should help create the clarity that

community

is currently missing through implementing

engagement

models

or

by

increasing the locally sourced content of raw

transparency regarding their impact objectives

materials and other supplies.

and financial returns and demonstration
success stories.
•

Impact support.
Investors can strive to provide funding for
impact

measurement

and

evaluation

of

portfolio companies.

Development
Foundations
•

Stage

Finance.

and

Attaining

early-

stage capital is still a large challenge for

Companies and Entrepreneurs

entrepreneurs in Africa, especially those

The companies and entrepreneurs receiving impact

Foundations and development partners with

capital also need to be engaged in shaping and

access to “soft” funding can develop programs

driving the development of supportive ecosystems.

to supply funding pre-seed and seed funding

They can encourage this process by:

for

•

developing

and engage with public and development

with

high

solutions.

potential,

help develop and de-risk impact ventures.
•

Technical Assistance/ Business Development

institutions to co-create effective solutions and

Support/ Capacity Development. As it evolves,

support systems.

many new stakeholders will enter the impact
investing sector in Africa.

Information.
information

regarding

challenges

information and capacity development support

and

for interested entrepreneurs, fund managers,

achievements. The support environment should

and policy makers.

respond to what entrepreneurs and companies
actually need. Conveying real-life difficulties,

Development

actors can help support the field by providing

Entrepreneurs should provide transparent

•

entrepreneurs

impact

accelerators, incubators and other facilities to

proactive about the specific support they need,

•

pioneer

through competitions, challenge funds, hubs,

Engagement.
Companies and entrepreneurs should be

•

Awareness and Knowledge Products. As the

successes and failures helps establish and create

African impact investing sector is still emerging,

a body of information which new entrepreneurs

market research is required on successful

and other institutions can learn from to support

business models and ecosystem development.

institutions.

Furthermore, development organizations can
support local research and advisory services

Innovation.
Companies and entrepreneurs can pioneer
innovative business models for achieving
impact, including inclusive strategies, by
conducting
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Early

Organizations

market
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research,

developing

to increase local professional knowledge and
capacity. Information regarding the successful
business models and market information
can also help improve the viability of impact

enterprises, and the success of impact investors.
In this manner, actors can also reduce perceived
risks and encourage new businesses and
investors to enter the market.
•

Collaboration

and

Standardization.

As

mentioned above, the global impact investing
sector is also developing and growing.
Funders can support its growth and success
by perfecting and adopting one integrated
reporting standard for financial and social
impact assessment or investing in such market
infrastructure.

Furthermore,

development

actors are positioned to encourage sector wide
collaboration and information sharing and
cooperation on impact matrix.
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A Call to Action
African countries and businesses are emerging

Supporting African leading businessman and

as a powerful force for change in areas such as

foundations to continue and expand their role in

finance, agro-processing, telecommunications and

the impact investing sector.

construction. For the first time in a generation, poverty
is falling – but it is falling far too slowly and in uneven
ways. In 2015, the wider international community
will adopt the post-2015 Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) - one of the expected goals will be the

African countries should harness the global
momentum for impact investing by establish
favorable enabling environment conditions to attract
external capital, especially large institutional investors.

eradication of poverty as well as environmental

Impact investing offers incredible opportunity. The

sustainable management by 2030. Africa will have

forces of entrepreneurship and innovation changing

to make a powerful push to reach this goal. Building

the world can now be harnessed to tackle human,

on the African Union Commission (Agenda 2063)

social and environmental issues. While the impact

commitment, this represents a timely and great

investment market in Africa is gradually gathering

opportunity for African leaders to implement an

momentum, leadership, coordination and concerted

African led approach to tackling these challenges,

action is required for the sustained growth of the

through innovative policies and targeted programs

sector. Government leadership, in particular, is needed

which leverage activities of all actors, at the national,

to remove barriers, build capacity, catalyze investment

regional and international level. The ongoing efforts

activity and harness the power of financial markets

for domestic resource mobilization in Africa by African

to address critical social challenges. Implementation

governments should lead to greater savings which in

support through technical assistance and grants to

turn could be invested in more impact investment.

target beneficiaries such as SMEs (especially those led

Based on the needs and opportunities presented in

by women and youth) is a matter of urgency.

this report it is pertinent that African impact investing

Working together with private sector, public sector and

should support African transformation priorities.

social actors can truly improve lives in Africa, seizing

Concrete immediate recommendations could include:

the opportunity to tackle social and environmental

1.

A public private dialogue platform to advance
the impact investment sector in Africa

2.

Africa, social entrepreneurship, innovation, capital
and the power of markets can be harnessed to
make long lasting impact. This is the promise and

Fund, such as the Inter-American Development

the potential that impact investment offers.

in other regions, such an initiative can be led by
DFIs, especially the African Development Bank
linked to other national development banks.
3.

challenges in new and more powerful ways. Across

Creating an African Inclusive Business Impact
Bank “Opportunity for the Majority” initiative. As

Creation of a network of African impact investing
practitioners, to advance collaboration, best
practices, and joint advocacy of common
interests.
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Selected Impact Investors and Impact Actors in Africa
Early Stage SME Finance
Acumen Fund

Makes
debt
and
equity
investments
in
early-stage
enterprises providing low-income
consumers with affordable access
to health care, water, housing,
energy, or agricultural inputs.
www.acumenfund.org

African Guarantee Fund
for SMEs

Providing
partial
financial
guarantees and reducing the
risk to institutions that finance
SMEs in Africa by making it
easy to extend loand to them,
enabling African banks to
execute their SME banking
effectively.
http://www.
africanguaranteefund.com

Enclude Solutions

Delivering advisory services
and connecting clients with
financial resources such as
debt and Equity that drive
sustainable growth in emerging
economies.
http://encludesolutions.com/

GroFin

GroFin is a specialist SME finance
and development company
offering a combination of
risk capital and business
development assistance to
viable enterprises in Africa and
the Middle East.
www.grofin.com

Ignite Fund

An investment fund with a
focus on energy providing loan,
convertible debt, equity and
quasi equity investments to
SMEs.
http://ignitesocialenterprise.com/

SEAF –Small Enterprise
Assistance Fund

Partners
with
SME
entrepreneurs in emerging and
transition markets to grow their
companies through customized
financial solutions such as debt,
risk capital and equity and
expert business assistance.
http://seaf.com/

Shell Foundation

Providing
grant
funding,
extensive business support
and access to networks to
help pioneers to validate new
models and achieve financial
independence.
http://www.shellfoundation.org/

Yunus Social Business

Providing private equity and
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venture capital to entrepreneurs
and businesses that address
social or environmental problems
http://www.yunussb.com/

Africa Catalyst Fund

Offering mezzanine finance,
public and private equity,
public debt, mainly to the
infrastructure and extractive
Industries. It also actively
pursues replacement capital
investments
that
provide
exits for existing shareholders
seeking liquidity.
http://www.catalystprincipal.
com/

Aga Khan Fund for
Economic Development

AKFED provides an institutional
umbrella for banks, insurance
groups, and property owning
and management companies
through equity investments in
seed capital.
http://www.akdn.org/akfed

Willow Impact Investors

Impact investment firm that
manages and advises social
enterprises, SMEs and social
impact funds.
http://www.willowimpact.com/

Persistent Energy
Partners

Invests in and incubated
businesses with a commercial
approach to providing cleanenergy services to low-income
customers in sub-Saharan Africa.
www.persistentenergypartners.
com

SOVEC

An SME investment fund,
focusing on local entrepreneurs
with businesses in Housing,
Health,
Education
and
Sustainable Energy.
www.sovec.nl

Saona

A private equity firm investing
growth capital in companies
and private equity funds in
frontier and emerging markets
with a particular focus is the
small to mid-market companies
that meet the growing needs of
the rising middle class in those
markets.
http://www.saronafund.com/

Responsability
Investments AG

Asset managers specializing in
development-related sectors
of
emerging
economies
including finance, agriculture,
energy,
healthcare
and
education. It provides debt
and equity financing to nonlisted companies with business

models that target the lowerincome populations.

Partners for the Common
good

We partner with other CDFIs
to provide capital in the
form of impact investment
to low-income people and
communities while encouraging
community engagement.

Gray Ghost Ventures

Invests equity in early-stage
enterprises located in emerging
markets that seek to improve
the lives of underserved people.
It serves as creator and manager,
sole funder, lead investor,
co-investor and partner
to
microfinance, social venture
investment and affordable
private schools.

http://www.pcgloanfund.org/

http://www.grayghostventures.
com/

Omidyar Network

Grameen Foundation

Ofering private equity to
sectors with innovation, scale
and sustainability to create
economic opportunity for the
base of the pyramid through
access to capital.
http://www.omidyar.com/

Novastar Ventures
Limited

Novastar backs early stage
businesses led by entrepreneurs
with the capability and
ambition to transform markets
at the base-of-the-pyramid
(BoP). These enterprises address
proven demand for basic goods
and services with innovative
business models that widen
access, improve quality, and
lower cost for the mass market.

http://www.novastarventures.
com/

LGT Venture Philanthropy
Foundation

An impact investor supporting
organizations with outstanding
social and environmental impact
through financial capital in the
form of equity, debt or grants,
intellectual capital through close
mentoring and social capital by
giving organizations access to
relevant networks.
http://www.lgtvp.com/

Investisseurs &
Partenaires (I&P)

Offering private equity and
venture capital to SMEs.
http://www.ietp.com/en

Invested Development

Impact investment and venture
debt investments in the fields of
innovative mobile technology,
ict, alternative energy, and
agriculture technology startups.

http://investeddevelopment.
com/

Heart Capital

Venture capital, seed capital
and impact investment to high
growth, high impact social
enterprises
http://www.heartcapital.co.za/

Grameen Foundation partners
with commercial banks, mobile
operators,
microfinance
institutions, agricultural coops
and other providers to create
and scale financial products
and services for the poor and
poorest, particularly technology
and mobile technology

http://www.grameenfoundation.
org/

Good Capital

Impact investments, venture
capital, seed funds and
innovative ventures
http://goodcap.org/

Gawa Capital

GAWA Capital promotes social
and economic development
by leveraging private capital
markets. We raise and manage
investment funds to support
the growth of social enterprises
in under-served markets, while
seeking financial returns for
investors and a positive impact
for society.
http://www.gawacapital.com/

Lundin Foundation

The Foundation provides risk
capital, technical assistance,
and
strategic
grants
to
outstanding social enterprises
and
organizations
across
the globe, with a view to
contributing
to
sustained
improvements in social and
economic development.
http://www.lundinfoundation.
org/s/home.asp

Growth stage SMEs /
Private Equity
Africinvest

A private equity and venture
capital firm specializing in
startups, SMEs, turnaround, midmarket, growth capital, mergers
and acquisitions, privatization,
leveraged buy-outs, industry
consolidation, IPOs, and debt
structuring. It invests in various
sectors including agribusiness,
consumer/retail,
education
and healthcare tourism, IT,

agriculture and construction.
http://www.africinvest.com/

Ethos Private Equity

Investing in medium-to-large
companies in South Africa, and
selectively in sub-Saharan Africa,
that involve meaningful equity
participation by management
and good quality growth
opportunities.
http://www.ethos.co.za/

Cenainvest

A private equity management
company with the mission to
promote entrepreneurship by
assisting SMEs through equity
and quasi-equity investments
and consultancy services to the
benefit of Cameroon and the
Central African Region.
http://www.cenainvest.com/

KIBO CAPITAL PARTNERS

A private equity fund whose
main objective is to provide
long term capital appreciation
to its Investors through equity
and equity-related investments
in growth-oriented SMEs and
middle-market companies in
Africa.
http://www.thekibofund.com/

Empact Growth Fund

A regional private equity fund
targeting SMEs in Africa, making
investments in companies that
require risk capital in order to
accelerate their growth and
profitability.

http://www.empactcapital.com/
fund.html

Unique Venture Capital

An
SME-focused
private
Venture Capital investment firm
established by 5 major Nigerian
banks to manage the funds set
aside by its owner institutions
under the Nigerian SMEEIS
scheme.
http://www.uvcmc.com/

West Africa Emerging
Markets Fund

Offering equity or quasi equity
to SMEs, favoring investment
opportunities in the energy,
finance, telecommunications, IT
and multimedia, agribusiness
and distribution sectors.

http://www.africa-assets.com/
data/funds/west-africa-emergingmarkets-growth-fund

Injaro Investments

Injaro
makes
investments
in debt, quasi-equity, and
equity in small-and mediumsized enterprises along the
agricultural value chain in
designated countries of West
Africa.
http://www.iachl.com/

Business Partners
International

A fund management company
that supports SME growth by
providing financing, private

equity,
specialist
sectoral
knowledge and added-value
services to viable SMEs in subSaharan Africa.
http://www.businesspartners.
co.za/about-bpi/

Cauris Management

Cauris Management focuses
on SMEs which have the
potential for high grow and
high profitability while in their
expansion phase. We are not a
bank but a partner.

http://www.caurismanagement.
com/english/index.htm

Abraaj Group

Private equity investing in
growth markets focused on
entrepreneurship
and
job
creation, healthcare, education
and community engagement.
http://www.abraaj.com/

Development Partners
International

Advising
the
investment
manager of private equity fund
ADP in its investments across
Africa especially in the fastgrowing post-conflict and newly
liberalising African countries
http://www.dpi-llp.com/

Ariya Capital

Providing private equity mainly
to the clean energy and ICT
sectors in Sub Saharan Africa.
http://www.ariyacapital.com/

Adenia Partners

Providing private equity to
a variety of sectors including,
but not limited to, agribusiness,
manufacturing,
financial
services, business services, ICT
& telecommunications, and
hospitality.
Triodos
Investment
Management
Triodos Investment Management
manages
18
sustainable
investment funds in a variety
of sectors including climate
and
energy,
microfinance,
sustainable trade, sustainable
food and agriculture, arts and
culture and sustainable real
estate.
http://w w w.triodos.com/en/
investment-management/

Emerging Capital
Partners

An Africa-focused private equity
firm that invests in companies
operating
in
business
environments
characterized
by limited competition, or in
sectors where Africa has either
a comparative advantage or an
unmet need.
http://www.ecpinvestments.com/

Actis Africa Fund

Private equity firm investing
exclusively in Africa, Asia and
Latin America in the fields of
healthcare, financial services,
industry, energy and real estate
http://www.act.is/content/Home.
aspx

Vantage Capital

A private equity firm whoase
key focus areas are thirdparty private equity fund
management
(technology,
mezzanine and renewable
energy funds), advisory and
debt placement services, and
on-balance sheet proprietary
investments.

needs of SME farmers for goods
and services.

h t t p : / / w w w. a v e n t u r a i nv e s t .
com/24201.html

Agri-Vie

http://www.vantagecapital.co.za/

A private equity investment
fund focused on food and
agribusiness in sub-Saharan
Africa.

Anglo-American Zimele
Initiative

Africa Agricultural
Capital

Offeing private equity in the
mining, SMEs and employment
fields.

http://www.angloamerican.co.za/
sustainable-development/anglozimele.aspx

Summit Development
Group

SDG is a London-based,
strategic advisory company
specialising in the field of
economic
development,
Africa, private equity investing,
Financial Institutons impact
investing and capital raising for
SMEs.

www.afsic.net/speaker/summitdevelopment-group/

Phatisa Fund Managers
Limited

Phatisa is a private equity
fund manager that invests
throughout sub-Saharan Africa
with two sector-specific funds
under management the African
Agriculture Fund (AAF) and
the Pan African Housing Fund
(PAHF).
http://www.phatisa.com/

www.agrivie.com/

Offering Debt and Equity
financing to the agribusiness
sector.

Voxtra

Impact
investments
and
equity in the agriculture
sector, especially in companies
that
improve
smallholder
productivity.
http://voxtra.org/

Uff Management

UFF is a specialized investment
management company with
a dedicated focus on the
agricultural development in
Africa.
http://www.uff.co.za/

Root Capital

A non-profit social investment
fund
that
generates
rural prosperity in poor,
environmentally
vulnerable
regions of Africa and Latin
America by lending capital,
delivering financial training,
and strengthening market
connectionsfor
small
and
growing agricultural businesses.
www.rootcapital.org

Kukula Capital

Kukula Capital is a venture
finance and private equity firm in
Zambia. The company operates
under two main business
areas: Fund Management and
Advisory, mainly to SMEs.
http://www.kukulacapital.com/

Pearl Capital Partners

A
specialist
agriculture
investment firm that has been
investing in small and medium
sized East African agribusinesses
since 2006.
http://pearlcapital.net/

Helios Investment
Partners

Moringa Partnership

Managing private equity for
investments in many sectors
including telecommunications,
financial services, power, travel
& leisure, distribution & logistics
and agro-allied sectors.

Private equity venture capital
and mezzanine finance in
agroforestry in Sub Saharan
Africa and Latin America.

Equity For Tanzania

Grassroots Business
Fund

http://www.heliosinvestment.
com/

Equipment finance company
dedicated to helping small
entrepreneurs and farmers to
grow by providing them fiancé
in favorable terms.

http://www.equityfortanzania.
org/

http://www.moringapartnership.
com/

A hybrid non-profit/for-profit
model,
partnering
with
businesses to provide them
with both long-term investment
capital and business advisory
services needed to overcome
challenges.
www.gbfund.org

Agriculture
Productions

/

Food

Aventura Investment
Partners

Aventura invests in high
potential
agribusiness
companies that respond to the

BOP / Inclusive Busineses
Finance
Bamboo Finance

A commercial private equity
firm specializing in investing in
business models that benefit
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low-income communities
emerging markets.

in

http://www.bamboofinance.com/

Microfinance / Financial
Services
ACCION Private equity

A global nonprofit dedicated to
creating economic opportunity
by connecting people to the
financial tools they need to
improve their lives through
microfinancing

https://w w w.accion.org/
investments

Blueorchard Private
Equity

Blue Orchard works together
with investors, microfinance
operators and their clients in
the growth and development
of a sustainable financial system
that provides opportunities to
the world’s poor.
http://www.blueorchard.com/

Developing World
Markets

An
asset
manager
and
investment bank dedicated
to
promoting
sustainable
economic
and
social
development on a globalscale.

Fund for SSA)

REGMIFA is a financial vehicle
which fosters micro, small and
medium enterprises in SubSaharan Africa.
http://www.regmifa.com/

OIKOCREDIT

Oikocredit is a worldwide
cooperative and social investor,
providing funding through debt
and equity to the microfinance
sector, fair trade organizations,
cooperatives and small to
medium enterprises and to
agricultural cooperatives.
http://www.oikocredit.coop/

Treetops Capital

Investing through bebt, equity
and mezzanine in agricultural
assets, green real estate and
SMEs and microfinance.
http://www.treetopscapital.com/

Energy and Water
Catalyst Private Equity

Catalyst Private Equity is a
regional Energy and Water
sector product and technology
focused private equity firm
uniquely structured to have a
positive strategic and financial
impact on the region.

www.dwmarkets.com

http:// w w w.catalystpe.com/
home.php

Prometheus
(Alphamundi Group )

Photovoltaic Market
Transformation Initiative

Impact investing through debt,
mezzanine and equity capital in
scalable ventures in sustainable
human development sectors
such as microfinance, affordable
education, fair trade agriculture
and renewable energy.
http://www.alphamundi.ch/index.
php/en/about-us/partners

Microvest Capital
Management

Microvest Capital Management
is
capital-mobilizing
intermediary to low-income
finance institutions, including
microfinance institutions.
http://www.microvestfund.com/

Microcredit Enterprises

The unique Guarantor model
of MicroCredit Enterprises
utilizes the financial capital
and good credit of high
net worth individuals and
institutions to guarantee
micro loans that lead to
sustainable communities and
has issued loans to MFIs across
four continents.

http://www.mcenterprises.org/
about-us.html

An IFC initiative offering
debt, equity and guarantees
for renewable energy and IT
projects in Africa.

http://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/con
nect/232b8480488554f7b4e4f66a
6515bb18/PartTwo_CaseStudies2.
pdf?MOD=AJPERES

Terra Global Investment
Management

Terra Global facilitates market
and results-based payment
approaches for forest and
agriculture emission reductions
that
provide
community
benefits. It offers forest and
agriculture greenhouse gas
emissions analytics, advice and
finance and technical expertise
and investment capital.

http://www.terraglobalcapital.
com/

Nextenergy Capital

A specialist merchant bank for
the renewable energy sector
offering Asset Management,
Financial Advisory, Principal
Investments, Private Debt,
Project Development
http://www.nextenergycapital.
com/

Leapfrog Investments

A profit-with-purpose fund that
invests in businesses focused
on financial services for the
emerging consumer in Asia and
Africa.
www.leapfroginvest.com

REGFIMA (Regional
Micro SME Investment
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Global Environmental
Fund

A global alternative asset
manager in the domains of
energy, environment, and
natural resources.
http://www.
globalenvironmentfund.com/

http://www.endeavor.org/

Development Impact
Dob Equity

DOB Equity invests growth
capital
in
financially
sustainable African businesses,
specifically
in
SMEs,
agribusiness and food, natural
resources, retail and distribution,
waste, water, energy, mobile
technology enabled services,
transport, vet medicines, and
clean energy.
http://www.dobequity.nl/

International Housing
Solutions

IHS partners with financial
institutions,
real
estate
developers, private capital
groups and local government
authorities to provide equity
finance for residential projects,
primarily in the affordable
housing market.
www.ihsinvestments.co.za

Media Development
Loan Fund

MDIF
provides
affordable
financing
and
technical
assistance to independent news
and information businesses
in challenging environments,
helping them to become
financially sustainable.
http://www.mdif.org/

Health
The Investment Fund For
Health In Africa

A
private
equity
fund
dedicated to small to medium
size (equity) investments in
private healthcare companies
in Africa.
http://www.ifhafund.com/

Aspen Network
of Development
Entrepreneurs (ANDE)

A global network of organizations
that invest money and expertise
to propel entrepreneurship in
emerging markets.

The BiD Network

This network focuses on
highgrowth SMEs, and hosts
a web platform to facilitate
business plan competitions,
tools for community building
and coaching.
www.bidnetwork.org

Development
Finance
Institutions (DFIs) / Public
Initiatives
African Development
Bank

Provides loans, grants and
technical assistance to private
companies investing in regional
member countries.
www.afdb.org

CDC

Aiming to fight poverty by
helping build business, the
United Kingdom’s DFI provides
debt and equity capital, directly
and through intermediaries,
to businesses in Africa and
South Asia, especially in
manufacturing,
agribusiness,
infrastructure,
financial
institutions,
construction,
health and education.
www.cdcgroup.com

SIFEM

The Swiss Investment Fund for
Emerging Markets (SIFEM) is the
development finance institution
of the Swiss Confederation
and a cornerstone of Swiss
development
cooperation.
SIFEM‘s mission is to promote
long-term, sustainable and
broad-based
growth
in
developing and emerging
countries.
http://www.sifem.ch/

PROPARCO

A French DFI that invests in
emerging and developing
countries
as
well
as
geographical areas in the
southern hemisphere.

www.aspeninstitute.org/policywork/

w w w. p ro p a rc o. f r / l a n g / e n /
Accueil_PROPARCO

Technoserve

European Investment
Bank

Technoserve is a non-profit
organization that develops
business solutions to poverty by
linking people to information,
capital and markets.
http://www.technoserve.org

Oxfam Enterprise
Development
Programme

Community
and
SME
development for basic services
in the fields of water, agriculture,
health and gender equality
through grants, advocacy and
networks.
www.oxfam.org

Endeavor Global

Offering consulting, mentoring,
BDS and market building to
High Impact Entrepreneurs and
SMEs

The EIB is the European Union’s
bank, supporting projects that
make a significant contribution
to growth and employment
in Europe. The activities
focus on four priority areas:
Innovation and skills, Access to
finance for smaller businesses,
Climate Action and Strategic
Infrastructure
http://www.eib.europa.eu/

FMO -Finance for
Development

A
Netherlands-based
entrepreneurial development
bank offering equity, loans
or guarantees to companies,
projects
and
financial
institutions in developing
markets.
http://www.fmo.nl/

Key DFI Mechanisms in Impact Investing
Development Organization

Examples of Target Vehicles to
Promote Impact Investing

Products and Services

The African Development Bank

Fund for African Private Sector

In 2013, the following sector based

Group

Assistance (FAPA) - The FAPA is a

investments were approved by

The African Development Bank Group

multi-donor, thematic Trust whose

AFDB:

includes 3 key constituents:

The

principal goal is the development of

Infrastructure: UA 2.05 billion (57.6

African Development Bank (ADB), The

the private sector in Africa. Programs

percent of total loans and grants)

African Development Fund (ADF), and

include: providing grants for technical

Social: UA 334.8 million (9.4 percent)

The Nigeria Trust Fund (NTF).

assistance and capacity building for

Finance: UA 288.0 million (8.1 percent)

entities such as governments, regional

Agriculture and Rural Development:

economic

UA 428.7 million (12.0 percent)

Founded
shareholders

1964,

AfDB

include

53

Group
African

communities,

business

countries and 25 non-African countries

associations and market regulatory

Environment: UA 9.2 million (0.3

with a mission to promote sustainable

institutions, creation of an enabling

percent)

economic growth and reduce poverty

environment

Urban development: UA 0.3 million

in Africa. The authorized Capital at

strengthening

December 31, 2013 was UA 66.98

building competitive infrastructure,

billion (approximately US$ 45 billion).

assisting the development of SMEs

FAPA: FAPA conducts many projects

Building upon the aims of the 2013-

and promoting trade.

in different parts of the continent. For

2022 AfDB Strategy, the new Private

AFDB 2013 – 2022 Ten Year Strategy;

instance, in September 2013 the fund

Sector Development Policy adopted

the Private Sector Policy (May 2013),

approved the allocation of US$800,000

in May 2013 has three long-term

and the 2013-2017 Private Sector

for a project intended to increase the

objectives: (i) improvement of the

Strategy

competitiveness in the energy Sector

investment and business climate;

The new ten year AfDB Strategy

in Rwanda through the provision of

(ii) development of infrastructure

(2013-2022) stated two objectives:

employable and skilled human capital.

to have increased access to reliable

promoting Inclusive Growth, and

social and economic services; and (iii)

Green Growth. Both these sector have

development of private enterprises.

direct relevance to impact investing.

It also includes crosscutting focus

Three key special areas of focus

on issues such as gender and

include: (i) fragile states; (ii) food and

youth, climate change, and regional

agriculture, and (iii) gender equality.

(judicial,

legal,

financial

etc.),

systems,

(0.01 percent)

integration.
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AFRICAN FINANCE CORPORATION

AFC is involved as an investor, developer

Lead investor in the award winning

An

multilateral

and financier of various infrastructure

Cabeolica project, a US$90 million,

institution,

projects, and is gaining recognition

26MW landmark renewable energy

established in 2007, with a mission

as the benchmark institution for

wind power project in Cape Verde.

to improve African economies by

financing

Lead investor in the Main One fibre

proactively developing and financing

infrastructure projects in Africa.

African-led

development

financial

the

development

of

optic cable project, enhancing West

infrastructure, industrial and financial
assets.

Africa’s connection to Europe and the
AFC Key Focus Include:

through faster and more advanced

Energy Generation Projects

broadband capacity.

AFC’s current authorized share capital

ICT Infrastructure

Financing for Ethiopian airlines fleet

is USD2.0 billion with shareholders’

Manufacturing and Industry

expansion

funds of USD1.28 billion and a 2014

Transportation (including aviation)

funding program of USD900 million.

CDC
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DFID Impact Fund is a long term,

At first, the fund will catalyze impact

Founded in 1948, CDC is the UK’s

“patient” capital fund developed by

capital by increasing co-investors

Development Finance Institution (DFI)

CDC and DFID. The fund seeks to

confidence

wholly owned by the UK Government’s

invest in activities that combine a clear

diligence and limited subordination

Department

and significant pro-poor impact with

to private investors, to catalyze their

Development (DFID).

financial discipline. The DFID Impact

participation.

CDC’s portfolio of investments in 2013

Fund will focus on investments in low

In the longer term, the fund aims

was valued at £2.5bn and includes

income and lower-middle income

to catalyze further capital through

1,301 investee businesses. In 2012,

countries in Sub-Saharan Africa and

proving the financial viability of

these companies together employed

South Asia.

pro-poor

over 1,100,000 people and paid £2.3bn

The DFID Impact Fund is open to

demonstrating the positive impact this

in local taxes. CDC is self-funding and

supporting investment in all sectors

type of investment can deliver.

has not received any new capital from

that

Technical

the taxpayer since 1995. In 2013, CDC

unmet need for investment to achieve

will

invested £416 million in promising

impact. These include businesses

companies has also been established.

businesses in developing countries,

providing access to food, housing,

The first Fund to receive investment –

and made a total profit (after tax)

energy,

health,

Novastar Ventures – has been selected.

of £117 million (reinvested into the

education, financial services, and

Novastar will invest in transformative

portfolio).

livelihoods for the BoP.

businesses in East Africa.

for
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can

demonstrate

water,

significant

sanitation,

through

business

robust

models

Assistance

support

Facility

underlying

due

and

that

investee

IFC
A

IFC Inclusive Business Models
member

US$11 billion and worked with over

global

businesses that offer goods, services,

400 inclusive businesses in 90 countries

development institution, accounting

and job opportunities to low-income

to integrate more than 90 million

for approximately one third of DFI

communities. These are commercially

people, including farmers, students,

private sector financing. IFC is focused

viable and replicable business models

patients, and micro borrowers in core

exclusively on the private sector in

that include low-income consumers,

business operations – of which over 60

developing countries.

retailers, suppliers, or distributors in

percent in Africa.

and

the World

the

largest

Bank

IFC

in

Group

of

is

the

leading

investor

Since 2005, IFC has committed over

core operations.
Established in 1956, IFC is owned by

The business models highlighted are

Inclusive business investments span

184 member countries, and works in

commercially viable as well as inclusive,

the entire IFC investment portfolio,

more than 100 developing countries,

benefiting both the company and

with approximately 1/3 of all projects

allowing companies and financial

some of the more than 4 billion people

including microfinance, rural banking,

institutions in emerging markets to

living on less than US$8 per day in

and microinsurance; 1/3 on the

create jobs, generate tax revenues,

purchasing power parity or lacking

agribusiness,

improve corporate governance and

access to basic goods and services.

housing, and manufacturing sectors;

environmental

performance,

with

education,

health,

and 1/3 on power, water, sanitation,

the aim of assisting people to escape

and ICT.

poverty and improve their lives.
Japan International Cooperation

BOP Business Assistance: Objectives

JICA’s Support for Private Sector

Agency (JICA)

The “BOP Business Promotion Program”

Projects:

JICA was established in 1974, based

aims to promote private sector BOP

Assistance in policy making, feasibility

on previous agencies, and operated all

business

studies for projects (PPP infrastructure,

over the world, including 34 countries

developing countries which contribute

BOP business, SME projects)

in Africa.

responding to development challenges.

Enabling

Types of assistance

By partnering with such businesses,

through Technical Assistance (TA) and

Technical Cooperation

JICA tries to match its development

advisory services for both private and

Projects

goals, thereby making the BOP business

public sectors, for strengthening PPP

•

Technical training

more sustainable and enhancing its

regulatory

•

Official Development

social values. Assistance to businesses

private entities with Governments and

Assistance Loans

which improve lives of the poor.

development partners.

•

Grant Aid

Partnerships

Financing: equity and debt finance for

•

Volunteers

Activities in Developing Countries -

projects,

JICA’s Public Private Partnerships (PPPs),

Examples of African BOP businesses in

in which government and private sector

partnership with JICA include: Organic

share responsibilities, are focused

Solutions Japan (Rwanda) “Microbial

primarily at improving the business

products for toilet and fertilization”

environment in developing countries,

and Ajinomoto Co., Inc (Ghana)

•

(inclusive

with

business)

in

Private-Sector

supporting infrastructure development,

environment

framework,

support

connecting

“Nutrient Enriched Food Business”.

and improving public services.
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SDC

-

Swiss

Agency

for

Systemic approaches to promote

Depending on the context, SDC

Development and Cooperation

the private sector, with the aim of

applies

Founded in 1944, total expenditure

improving conditions for market

approaches, including:

in 2013 US$2.1 billion. With partners

operations and encouraging the

Value

on the ground, the SDC runs more

growth

producers, primarily in the rural areas,

than 800 projects and programs in

markets.

health and training, job and income

Various

and

local, regional and global value chains

creation, and rural development. The

measures are typically combined,

or foster the development of effective

principles of gender equality and

including: the reduction of obstacles

value chains..

good governance are common thread.

to economic activities in the formal

Local economic development: SDC

Fields of operation:

sector,

supports

•

Agriculture

and

properly

functioning

SDC

helps

poor

to position themselves better along
policy

components

promotion

of

a

reliable

participative

processes

in which the government, private

security

of

enterprises,

business and civil society of a region

•

Climate change

improving the range of vocational

cooperate with the aim of jointly

•

Water

training opportunities, or developing

developing and implementing a

•

Health

an

inclusive

strategy for the region’s economic

•

Basic

the

private

and

small

and

micro

dialogue
and

between

public

sector.

vocational training

•

82

chains:

development

financial sector geared to the needs

education

food

of

different

State and economic reform,

SDC focuses on agriculture, promoting

Disaster, emergency relief

the private sector and stimulating the

and reconstruction

market dynamics in rural regions.
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development.

USAID

Feed the Future Initiative addresses

Each of the 42 African countries where

USAID is the lead U.S. Government

the root causes of chronic hunger

USAID works is unique and requires

agency that works to end extreme

and poverty and spurring economic

unique support, including:

global poverty and enable resilient,

growth in a region with incredible

Increasing access to markets;

democratic

resources and arable land

Encouraging

societies

to

realize

their potential. Founded in 1961, it

local

channels

of

financing;

now works in over 100 countries.

Fund

SMEs

Improving infrastructure, such as

The

2015

in agriculture with a focus on

roads, bridges, water supply, electrical

expenditures is US$20.1billion of

benefitting local smallholder farmers.

grids;

overall

estimate

for

for

East

African

which US$9.7 billion is in core USAID

Mobilizing US$2.3 billion in private

accounts: Development Assistance,

Development

Credit

Authority,

financing for more than 100,000

Global Health Programs, International

which uses partial credit guarantees

entrepreneurs around the world over

Disaster Assistance, Food for Peace,

to mobilize local financing and

the past 12 years.

Transition Initiatives, Complex Crises

encourage private lenders to extend

Fund, and USAID Operations.

financing to new sectors and regions.
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Further Reading
The literature on impact investing in general and on African economic development
vast. The list below provides some key references for further reading.
Inclusive Business in Africa
Monitor Inclusive Markets (2011)
Promise and Progress: MarketBased Solutions to Poverty in Africa
Monitor Group
A comprehensive analysis of financially
sustainable enterprises addressing the
challenges of poverty on the African continent
UNDP (2012)
Inclusive Business Finance Field Guide 2012:
A Handbook on Mobilizing Finance and
Investment
for MSMEs in Africa
UNDP African Facility for Inclusive Markets
A field guide on mobilizing inclusive business
finance from finance institutions that fund
MSMEs
UNDP (2012)
The Roles and Opportunities for the Private
Sector in Africa’s Agro-Food Industry
UNDP African Facility for Inclusive Markets
Identifies private sector opportunities in
Africa’s agro-food industry
Economic Development in Africa
AfDB, AUC, UNDP and UNECA (2012)
MDG Report 2012: Assessing Progress in
Africa toward the Millennium Development
Goals
Tracks progress in Africa towards the MDGs;
discusses the post- 2015 development agenda
and how to best incorporate lessons learned
from the current MDGs AfDB, OECD, UNDP, and
UNECA (2012)
African
Development
Bank, “Private
Equity Investment in Africa May 2012”,
The
African
Development
Bank.
How the African Development Bank has helped
to build the African private equity asset class
and how private equity investments support
the objectives of the African Development
Bank Group.
African Economic Outlook
An annual report that monitors economic,
social and political developments on the
African continent; the 2012 theme was
promoting youth employment
McKinsey Global Institute (2010)
Lions on the move: The progress and
potential of African economies
McKinsey Global Institute investigates
the causes of African growth acceleration
and identifies economic opportunities for
businesses
Roland Berger Strategy Consultants (2012)
Inside Africa
Roland Berger Strategy Consultants Sector-bysector analysis including growth prospects and
Opportunities
UNDP (2012)
Africa Human Development Report 2012 Towards a Food Secure Future
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An annual report on human development in
Africa
Impact Investing
Aspen
Network
of
Development
Entrepreneurs (2011), “Coordinating Impact
Capital”, Santa Clara University for ANDE.
An Examination of Impact Investors and Phased
Investing for the Launch and Growth of Social
Enterprises
Bridges Ventures
&
AVCA
(2014),
“Investing for Impact: A Strategy of Choice
for African Policy Makers, Bridges Impact”,
African
Venture
Capital
Association.
A Strategy of Choice for African Policymakers
Bugg-Levine, Antony. et al. (2012) “A
New
Approach
to
Funding
Social
Enterprises”,
Harvard
Business
Review.
How financial engineering can make it possible
to channel investment from the financial
markets to organizations devoted to social
ends.
Canadian Task Force on Social Finance
(2010) Mobilizing Private Capital for Public
Good. Canadian Task Force on Social Finance.
This report calls on institutional investors,
corporations, philanthropists, foundations and
governments to work together to build a robust
impact investing marketplace in Canada.
Dalberg Global Development Advisors
(2011) Impact Investing in West Africa. Dalberg.
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Acronyms
Acronym Full

AFD French Development Agency

USAID United States Agency for International Development

AEC African Economic Community

WHO World Health Organization

AECF Africa Enterprise Challenge Fund

WFP World Food Programme

AFIM African Facility for Inclusive Markets

WRI World Resources Institute

BID Network Business in Development Network

WSUP Water and Sanitation for the Urban Poor

BMZ German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and

WWF World Wide Fund for Nature

Development

YEN Youth Employment Network

BOP Bottom of the Pyramid
CAADP Comprehensive Africa Agriculture Development
Programme
CDM Clean Development Mechanism
COMESA Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa
CSO civil society organization
CSR corporate social responsibility
Danida Danish International Development Agency
DEG German Investment and Development Corporation
DFI development finance institution
DFID U.K. Department for International Development
EAC East African Community
ECOWAS Economic Community of West African States
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GDP Gross Domestic Product
GIM Growing Inclusive Markets
GIZ German Society for International Cooperation
ICT information and communications technology
IFC International Finance Corporation
IT Information Technology
MDG Millennium Development Goals
MFI micro-finance institutions
MNC multinational company
MSME micro, small and medium-sized enterprises
REC regional economic communities
SADC Southern African Development Community
Sida Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency
SME small and medium enterprises
SNV Dutch Development Agency
UNCTAD United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development
UNDP United Nations Development Programme
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